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Executive summary 

Artificial intelligence (AI) is probably the defining technology of the last decade, and perhaps also 
the next. The aim of this study is to support meaningful reflection and productive debate about AI 
by providing accessible information about the full range of current and speculative techniques and 
their associated impacts, and setting out a wide range of regulatory, technological and societal 
measures that could be mobilised in response. 

What is artificial intelligence? 

The study adopts the European Commission's 2018 definition of AI, which is both accessible and 
typical of contemporary definitions. 

AI refers to systems that display intelligent behaviour by analysing their environment and 
taking action – with some degree of autonomy – to achieve specific goals. 

Since AI refers to so many techniques and contexts, greater precision is required in order to hold 
meaningful and constructive debates about it. For example, arguments about simple 'expert 
systems' used in advisory roles need to be distinguished those from those concerning complex data-
driven algorithms that automatically implement decisions about individuals. Similarly, it is important 
to distinguish arguments about speculative future developments that may never occur from those 
about current AI that already affects society today. 

How does artificial intelligence work? 

Chapter 2 sets out accessible introductions to some of the key techniques that come under the AI 
banner. They are grouped into three sections, which gives a sense of the chronology of the 
development of different approaches. 

The first wave of early AI techniques is known as 'symbolic AI' or expert systems. Here, human experts 
create precise rule-based procedures – known as 'algorithms' – that a computer can follow, step by 
step, to decide how to respond intelligently to a given situation. Fuzzy logic is a variant of the 
approach that allows for different levels of confidence about a situation, which is useful for capturing 
intuitive knowledge, so that the algorithm can make good decisions in the face of wide-ranging and 
uncertain variables that interact with each other. Symbolic AI is at its best in constrained 
environments which do not change much over time, where the rules are strict and the variables are 
unambiguous and quantifiable. While these methods can appear dated, they remain very relevant 
and are still successfully applied in several domains, earning the endearing nickname 'good old-
fashioned AI'. 

The second wave of AI comprises more recent 'data-driven' approaches which have developed 
rapidly over the last two decades and are largely responsible for the current AI resurgence. These 
automate the learning process of algorithms, bypassing the human experts of first wave AI. Artificial 
neural networks (ANNs) are inspired by the functionality of the brain. Inputs are translated into 
signals which are passed through a network of artificial neurons to generate outputs that are 
interpreted as responses to the inputs. Adding more neurons and layers allow ANNs to tackle more 
complex problems. Deep learning simply refers to ANNs with several layers. Machine learning (ML) 
refers to the transformation of the network so that these outputs are considered useful – or 
intelligent – responses to the inputs. ML algorithms can automate this learning process by making 
gradual improvements to individual ANNs, or by applying evolutionary principles to yield gradual 
improvements in large populations of ANNs.  
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The third wave of AI refers to speculative possible future waves of AI. While first and second wave 
techniques are described as 'weak' or 'narrow' AI in the sense that they can behave intelligently in 
specific tasks, 'strong' or 'general' AI refers to algorithms that can exhibit intelligence in a wide range 
of contexts and problem spaces. Such artificial general intelligence (AGI) is not possible with current 
technology and would require paradigm shifting advancement. Some potential approaches have 
been considered, including advanced evolutionary methods, quantum computing and brain 
emulation. Other forms of speculative future AI such as self-explanatory and contextual AI can seem 
modest in their ambitions, but their potential impact – and barriers to implementation – should not 
be underestimated. 

Why does artificial intelligence matter? 

Chapter 3 builds upon the understanding of how these technologies work to examine several 
opportunities and challenges presented by their application in various contexts.  

Several challenges are associated with today's AI. Broadly, they can be understood as a balancing act 
between avoiding underuse whereby we miss out on potential opportunities, and avoiding overuse 
whereby AI is applied for tasks for which it is not well suited or results in problematic outcomes. The 
ML process makes some algorithms vulnerable to bias, and their complexity makes their decision-
making logic difficult to understand and explain. There are some important challenges in ensuring 
that the costs and benefits of AI development are distributed evenly, avoiding the concentration of 
resources in uncompetitive markets and prioritising applications that alleviate rather than 
exacerbate existing structural inequalities. Other key challenges include the public acceptability of 
the technology, its alignment with social values, and concerns about some military applications. 

There are also several longer-term opportunities and challenges that are contingent upon future 
developments which might never happen. Some utopian and dystopian scenarios might contribute 
to hype cycles, but they also present an opportunity to prepare for more moderate trends and reflect 
upon what we want from the technology. For example, it has been suggested that AI could lead to 
major job losses or make the concept of employment obsolete, that it could escape human control 
and take control of its own development, that it could challenge human autonomy or develop 
artificial emotions or consciousness, presenting interesting – yet speculative – philosophical 
questions. 

What can we do about artificial intelligence? 

Chapter 4 sets out several options that could be mobilised in response to the opportunities and 
challenges that were set out in the previous chapter. The options are organised into three sections, 
focussing on policy, technology and society. Each section contains seven themes with several 
options for each, with over 100 measures in total. 

Most AI policy debates concern how to shape the regulatory and economic context in which AI is 
developed and applied in order to respond to specific opportunities and challenges. These could 
include creating a supportive economic and policy context, promoting more competitive 
ecosystems, improving the distribution of benefits and risks, building resilience against a range of 
problematic outcomes, enhancing transparency and accountability, ensuring mechanisms for 
liability and developing governance capacity.  

There are also more abstract policy debates about the broad regulatory approach. This includes 
questions about whether to have regulation that specifically targets AI, or to regulate it by applying 
and updating tech-neutral mechanisms that apply to all activities, regardless of whether they use AI. 
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Similarly, there are institutional debates about whether to set up dedicated institutions for AI, or to 
make use those that we already have. Another broad question concerns where to regulate, e.g. at 
Member State level, European Union (EU) level, through other institutions such as the Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and United Nations (UN), or via self-regulation 
by actors in the AI sector.  

It is also possible to shape the development and application of AI through technological actions. 
They could include measures related to technology values, the accessibility and quality of data and 
algorithms, how applications are chosen and implemented, the use and further development of 
'tech fixes', and encouraging more constructive reflection and critique. 

Finally, societal and ethics measures could be taken, targeting the relationship between AI and 
society, taking account of social values, structures and processes. These could include measures 
related to skills, education and employment; the application of ethics frameworks, workplace 
diversity, social inclusivity and equality, reflection and dialogue, the language used to discuss AI, and 
the selection of applications and development paths. 

Key messages 

The report concludes with a short chapter that takes five recurring themes from the report and 
presents them as key messages.  

Language matters. In many ways, the term 'AI' has become an obstacle to meaningful reflection and 
productive debate about the diverse range of technologies that it refers to. It could help to address 
the way we talk about AI – including how we identify, understand and discuss specific technologies, 
as well as how we articulate visions of what we really want from it.  

Algorithms are subjective. Since human societies have structural biases and inequalities, ML tools 
inevitably learn these too. While the only definitive solution to the problem is to remove bias and 
inequality from society, AI can only offer limited support for that mission. However, it is important to 
ensure that AI counteracts, rather than reinforces inequalities.  

AI is not an end in itself. The ultimate aim of supporting AI is not to maximise AI development per se, 
but to unlock some of the benefits that it promises to deliver. Instead of perfecting new technologies 
then searching for problems to which they could be a profitable solution, we could start by 
examining the problems we have and explore how AI could help us to find appropriate solutions. 
Meaningful dialogue with a range of stakeholders, including citizens, from the earliest stages of 
development could play a key role in defining what we aim to achieve, and how AI could help. 

AI might fall short of its promises. Many AI applications could offer profound social value. However, 
employment impacts and privacy intrusions are increasingly tangible for citizens while the promised 
benefits to their health, wealth and environment remain intangible. The response could include 
targeting more ambitious outcomes while making more modest promises. 

Europe needs to run its own AI race. AI is at a pivotal moment for both regulation and technology 
development and the choices we make now could shape European life for decades to come. In 
running its own race, European AI can ensure a meaningful role for citizens to articulate what they 
expect from AI development and what they are ready to offer in return, to foster a competitive 
market that includes European small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), and to put adequate 
safeguards in place to align AI with European values and EU law.  
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Glossary 

The following glossary provides brief definitions of some key terms and concepts described in this study,  
along with their acronyms where they have been used.  

5G The fifth generation standard for communications technology, currently being 
rolled out, is anticipated to deliver higher speed internet and enable many more 
devices to be connected, see IoT. 

AGI Artificial general intelligence or 'strong AI' exhibits intelligence in a wide range  
of contexts and problem spaces, rather than only in specific niches. 

AI Systems that display intelligent behaviour by analysing their environment and 
taking action – with some degree of autonomy – to achieve specific goals.  

Algorithm A set of rules defining how to perform a task or solve a problem. In the context 
of AI, this usually refers to computer code defining how to process data. 

Alife Ideas and techniques are based upon fundamental biological processes, rather 
than intelligence or expertise. 

ANN Artificial neural networks process data to make decisions in a way that is inspired 
by the structure and functionality of the human brain.  

API Application programme interfaces are the access points that apps and third 
parties can use to engage with larger platforms and systems, like mobile phones 
or social media websites. 

ASI Artificial superintelligence refers to AI that that has higher levels of general 
intelligence (AGI) than typical humans. 

Big data Broader than AI, big data refers to sets of data that are so large and complex that 
they cannot be effectively stored or processed with traditional methods. 

Black box Systems, including several machine learning algorithms, whose operation is 
either inaccessible or too complex for the user to readily understand. 

Data mining Automated process for extracting data and identifying patterns and anomalies. 

Data in the wild Data that was produced and made available for one purpose and is then 
gathered and used for another purpose. 

Error In machine learning, the error is a measurement of distance between the 
algorithm's decision and the correct decision as understood through the 
labelled data or previous human decisions. 

Explainability In AI, explainability refers to how easily humans can understand and explain the 
inner working of algorithms, either for a specific decision or in terms of their 
overall logic. 

Facial recognition Includes facial verification (checking one face against data about one face, e.g. 
to check the identity of a phone user), identification (analysing many faces 
against data about many faces to identify individuals. Can also include facial 
classification to estimate age, gender or other categories such as mood or 
personality.  
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GAN Generative adversarial networks are ANNs that learn by competing against each 
other, usually one producing content and the other detecting whether it was 
produced by an ANN or a human. They can produce realistic content as well as 
tools for detecting fake content. 

GOFAI Good old-fashioned artificial intelligence refers to first generation 'symbolic AI' 
systems that predate, and are often more explainable, than machine learning. 

IoT The internet of things is a system in which not only computers and smartphones,  
but many more devices such as home appliances, public, infrastructure as well 
as industrial and commercial tools, are connected online. 

Labelled data Data that is accompanied with information about the data, e.g. a picture of cat 
that is labelled as containing a cat.  

ML Machine learning refers to second generation AI techniques whereby the 
algorithm is designed to find its own solution to problems, rather than following 
rules defined by human experts. 

Moore's law The 1965 prediction that the number of transistors on a computer chip would 
double every two years. It still holds true, despite recently falling slightly behind 
schedule. Today, Moore's law is used more generally to refer to the trend for 
computer power to increase exponentially. 

Narrow AI Narrow or 'weak AI' refers to the current paradigm of AI tools which exhibit 
intelligence only in specific niches such as playing chess or recognising cats. 

Reinforcement learning A branch of ML where the algorithm develops policies for making sequences of 
decisions under different conditions through trial and error. 

Singularity The moment when AI becomes intelligent and autonomous enough to generate 
even more intelligent and autonomous AIs. 

Strong AI See AGI. 

Supervised learning In the context of ML, supervision refers to the use of labelled data to guide ML 
process. 

Symbolic AI First generation AI tools which, unlike ML, do not learn themselves. Their 
intelligence comes from programming human expertise directly into them. 

Turing test Turing tests define whether or not a machine is intelligent by examining 
whether they can be distinguished from humans under various conditions. 

Unsupervised learning Where no labelled data and minimum human intervention is used to guide the 
ML process. This could be by preference, or because appropriate labelled data is 
not available.  

(AI) Winter Periods in the past and, some fear, the future in which interest in AI is 
substantially reduced, accompanied by stagnation in investment, development 
and application. 

Weak AI  See 'narrow AI' 
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1. What is artificial intelligence?

Artificial intelligence (AI) is probably the defining technology of the last decade, and perhaps also 
the next. This report provides an accessible review of how it works, why it matters and what we can 
do in response to the challenges it raises. 

Since the earliest days of AI, its definition has focused on the ability to behave with the appearance 
of intelligence. Various forms of 'Turing test' declare machines as intelligent when humans cannot 
differentiate their actions from those of a human. Today's definitions of AI often include other 
requirements such as autonomy, and allow intelligence to be limited to specific domains. Rather 
than contributing to the proliferation of definitions,1 this report adopts that of the 2018 European 
Commission Communication,2 which is both accessible and typical of contemporary definitions: 

AI refers to systems that display intelligent behaviour by analysing their environment and 
taking action – with some degree of autonomy – to achieve specific goals. 

This definition places no restrictions on the methods that are used to achieve intelligence. Indeed, 
AI is an umbrella term including a wide range of technologies and applications that have little more 
in common than their apparent intelligence, a quality which remains very much open to 
interpretation. Further, we regularly talk about AI that is already in widespread use alongside AI that 
is under development, and even AI that is speculated to possibly exist in the future. Consequently, 
the term 'AI' is regularly used to refer to any technique, used in any context – real or imagined – as 
long as it is somehow claimed to display features that some describe as intelligent. This inclusivity 
presents difficulties for assessing the impacts of AI development because, depending on which 
corner of the vast AI space is being considered, very different benefits and risks can be identified. As 
a result, AI is simultaneously high risk, low risk and everything in-between. 

Since AI refers to so many technologies, applications and contexts, greater precision is required in 
order to hold a meaningful and constructive debate. For example, arguments about simple 'expert 
systems' used in advisory roles need to be distinguished those from those concerning complex data-
driven algorithms that automatically implement decisions about individuals. Similarly, it is important 
to distinguish arguments about speculative future developments that may never occur from those 
about current AI that already affects society today.  

The aim of this report is to support meaningful reflection and productive debate about AI by 
providing an accessible review of AI technology, impacts and options. The following chapter aims at 
demystifying AI, explaining its key approaches, how they work, their powers and limitations. The 
subsequent chapter examines the key opportunities and challenges presented by the application of 
these technologies. The penultimate chapter presents a range of options to respond to these 
opportunities and challenges via regulatory, technological and societal measures, and a concluding 
chapter presents some key messages. 

1 For a comprehensive review of definitions see Samoili, S. et al, Defining artificial intelligence, European 
Commission, 2020. 

2 Communication on artificial intelligence for Europe, COM(2018) 237, April 2018. 

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/publication/ai-watch-defining-artificial-intelligence
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/communication-artificial-intelligence-europe
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2. How does it work?

The following sections provide accessible introductions to some of the key technologies that come 
under the AI banner. They are grouped into three sections, which gives a sense of the chronology of 
the development of different approaches. The first wave describes early AI techniques, described as 
'symbolic AI'. While these approaches can appear dated, they remain very relevant and are still 
successfully applied in several domains. The second wave describes more recent 'data-driven' 
approaches which have developed rapidly over the last two decades and are largely responsible for 
the current AI resurgence. The third section explores possible future waves of AI, focusing on 
approaches that remain far from the market. The aim is to equip readers with an understanding of 
key concepts and methods in AI, so they know what is 'deep' about deep learning and understand 
the difference between fuzzy logic and evolutionary methods.  

2.1 First wave: symbolic artificial intelligence 
Symbolic AI refers to approaches to developing intelligent machines by encoding the knowledge 
and experience of experts into sets of rules that can be executed by the machine. This AI is described 
as symbolic because it makes use of symbolic reasoning (e.g., if X=Y and Y=Z then X=Z) to represent 
and solve problems. This was the main approach to AI applications from the 1950s to the 1990s but, 
while other approaches dominate the field today, symbolic AI is still used in many contexts, from 
thermostats to advanced robotics. Here we describe two popular approaches within symbolic AI, 
expert systems and fuzzy logic. 

2.1.1 Expert systems 

In these systems, a human expert in the domain of the application creates precise rules that a 
computer can follow, step by step, to decide how to respond intelligently to a given situation. These 
rules, known as algorithms, are often expressed as code in an 'if-then-else' format. For example, to 
create a symbolic AI doctor, the human expert might start by writing the following pseudocode:  

Symbolic AI can be said to 'keep the human in the loop' because the decision-making process is 
closely aligned to how human experts make decisions. Indeed, any intelligence in the system comes 
directly from human expertise being recorded in a 'machine readable' format that a computer can 
work with. Furthermore, humans can easily understand how these systems make specific decisions. 
They can easily identify mistakes or find opportunities to improve the programme, and update the 
code in response. For example, adding clauses to deal with special cases or to reflect new medical 
knowledge. 

The example hints at the key drawback of this kind of expert system. In order to develop a useful and 
reliable system that works for complex and dynamic real-world problems, such as the work of a 
medical doctor, so many rules and exceptions would be required that the system would become 

This is an example of pseudocode. It is 
not ready for a computer to read, but 
illustrates how an algorithm can work.  
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very large and complicated, very quickly. Symbolic AI is at its best in constrained environments which 
do not change much over time, where the rules are strict and the variables are unambiguous and 
quantifiable. Once such example is calculating tax liability. Tax experts and programmers can work 
together to develop expert systems that apply the rules that are in force for that tax year. When 
presented with data describing taxpayers' income and other relevant circumstances, the tool can 
calculate tax liability according to the rules and applying any applicable levies, allowances and 
exceptions.  

2.1.2 Fuzzy logic: capturing intuitive expertise 

In the expert system described above, each variable is either true or false. For it to work, the system 
needs to know an absolute answer to questions such as whether or not the patient has a fever. This 
could be reduced to a simple calculation of a temperature reading above 37 °C, but reality is not 
always so clear cut. Fuzzy logic is another approach to expert systems which allow variables to have 
a 'truth value' that is anywhere between 0 and 1, which captures the extent to which it fits a category. 
This allows patients to be assigned a rating of how well they fit the category of having fever. The 
figure might depend on the patient's temperature reading as well as other relevant factors such as 
their age or the time of day, and it allows the patient to be described as a borderline case. 

This fuzzy logic is particularly useful for capturing intuitive knowledge, where experts make good 
decisions in the face of wide-ranging and uncertain variables that interact with each other. They have 
been used to develop control systems for cameras which automatically adjust their settings to suit 
the conditions, and for stock trading applications to establish rules for buying and selling under 
different market conditions. In each case, the fuzzy system continually assesses dozens of variables, 
follows rules designed by human experts to adjust truth values and uses them to automatically make 
decisions. 

2.1.3 Good old-fashioned artificial intelligence 

Symbolic AI systems require human experts to encode their knowledge in a way the computer can 
understand. This places significant constraints on their degree of autonomy. While they can perform 
tasks automatically, they can only do so in the ways in which they are instructed, and they can only 
be improved by direct human intervention. This makes symbolic AI less effective for complex 
problems where not only the variables change in real-time, but also the rules. Unfortunately, these 
are the problems where we need the most help. Millions of 'if-then-else' rules could not capture all 
of a doctor's domain knowledge and expertise, nor their continual development over time. Despite 
these limitations, symbolic AI remains far from obsolete. It is particularly useful in supporting humans 
working on repetitive problems in well-defined domains including machine control and decision 
support systems. The reliable performance of symbolic AI in these domains has earned it the 
endearing nickname 'good old-fashioned AI'. 

2.2 Second wave: machine learning and data-driven artificial intelligence 
Machine learning (ML) refers to a wide range of techniques which automate the learning process of 
algorithms. This differs from the first wave approaches whereby improvements in performance are 
only achieved by humans adjusting or adding to the expertise which is coded directly into the 
algorithm. While the concepts behind these approaches are just as old as symbolic AI, they were not 
applied extensively until after the turn of the century when they inspired the current resurgence of 
the field. In ML, the algorithm usually improves by training itself on data. For this reason, we talk 
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about data-driven AI. Practical applications of these approaches have really taken off over the last 
decade. While the methods themselves are not particularly new, the key factor in recent advances in 
ML is the massive increase in the availability of data. The tremendous growth of data-driven AI is, 
itself, data-driven.  

Usually, ML algorithms find their own ways of identifying patterns, and apply what they learn to 
make statements about data. Different approaches to ML are suited to different tasks and situations, 
and have different implications. The following sections present an accessible introduction to key ML 
techniques. The first provides an explanation of deep learning and how software can be trained 
before exploring several concepts related to data and the important role of human engineers in 
designing and fine-tuning ML systems. The final sections illustrate how ML algorithms are used to 
make sense of the world and even to produce language, images and sounds. 

2.2.1 Artificial neural networks and deep learning 

As the name suggests, artificial neural networks (ANNs) are inspired by the functionality of the 
electro-chemical neural networks found in human (and other animal) brains. The working of the 
brain remains somewhat mysterious, although it has long been known that signals are transmitted 
through a complex network of neurons and, in doing so, both the signal and the structure of the 
network are transformed. In ANNs, inputs are translated into signals that are passed through a 
network of artificial neurons to generate outputs that can be interpreted as responses to the original 
inputs. The learning process refers to the transformation of the network so that these outputs are 
useful – or intelligent – responses to the inputs. 

ANNs process data that is sent to the 
'input layer', and generates a response at 
the 'output layer'. In between, there are 
one or more 'hidden layers', which 
manipulate the signals as they pass 
through them. The basic structure of an 
ANN is shown in Figure 1, with an 
illustrative example of an ANN that can 
predict whether or not an image depicts a 
cat. First, the picture is split into individual 
pixels which are sent to the neurons in the 
input layer of the ANN. From there, they 
are sent as a signal to the first hidden layer. 
Each neuron in this hidden layer receives 
several signals, which they combine and 
manipulate to generate a single output 
signal. While Figure 1 shows only one 
hidden layer, ANNs usually contain several 
sequential hidden layers. In those cases, 
this step is repeated with signals passing 
through each hidden layer until they 
reach the final output layer. The signal generated at the output layer is the final output, which is 
interpreted as a decision about whether or not the image depicts a cat. 

Figure 1 – Schematic of an artificial neural network for 
recognising images of cats 

Graphic by EPRS, produced by Samy Chahri; picture credits: 
@bedneyimages (freepik.com) and C. Brear (Unsplash). 
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Now we have a simple ANN, inspired by a 
simplified model of the brain, which can 
respond to a specific input with a specific 
output. The ANN is not really aware of what it is 
doing, or even what a cat is, but if we give it a 
picture, it will always tell us whether or not it 
‘thinks’ it contains a cat. The question is, how can 
we develop an ANN that gets the answer right? 
First, it needs to have the right structure. For 
simple tasks, ANNs can work well with just a 
dozen neurons in a single hidden layer. Adding 
more neurons and layers allow ANNs to tackle 
more complex problems.3 Deep learning simply refers to ANNs with at least two hidden layers, each 
containing many neurons. Having more layers allows ANNs to develop more abstract 
conceptualisations of problems by splitting them into smaller sub-problems, and to deliver more 
nuanced responses. While in theory three hidden layers may be enough to solve any kind of problem, 
in practice ANNs tend to contain many more. For example, Google's image classifiers use up to 30 
hidden layers. The first layers search for lines they can identify as edges or corners, the middle layers 
try to identify shapes in these lines, and the final layers assemble these shapes to interpret the image. 

So, if the 'deep' part of deep learning is about the complexity of the ANN, what about the 'learning' 
part? Once the right structure of the ANN is in place, it needs to be trained. While in theory this can 
be done by hand, it would require a human expert to painstakingly adjust neurons to reflect their 
own expertise of how to identify cats. Instead, a ML algorithm is applied to automate the process. In 
the following sections, two significant ML techniques are explained. The first applies calculus to 
make gradual improvements to individual ANNs, while the second applies evolutionary principles to 
yield gradual improvements in large populations of ANNs. 

2.2.2 Training neural networks: back propagation and gradient descent 

If we compare the actual output of an ANN to the 
desired output as reported in the labelled data, 
the difference between the two is described as 
the error. ML algorithms such as back 
propagation and gradient descent aim to 
gradually improve the ANN's performance by 
minimising this error. They do this by adjusting 
the ANN and checking whether the error has 
reduced before re-adjusting. This process is best 
explained through calculus, however the 
following paragraphs provide an accessible 
introduction. 

Back propagation deals with adjusting the 
neurons in the ANN. The process starts with the 
routine described in the previous section, where 

3 Human brains contain ~100 billion neurons;, cockroaches ~1 million; and snails ~10 thousand. 

Labelled data and supervised learning 
Supervised learning refers to the use of labelled 
data – such as pictures that say whether or not 
they contain cats – to train algorithms. These 
approaches devise their own methods of 
predicting how pictures should be labelled. 
Unsupervised learning may be used where 
good quality labelled data is not available. They 
excel in finding new clusters and associations 
within data which might not otherwise have 
been identified or labelled by humans. Since 
labels are often incomplete or inaccurate,  
many applications such as content 
recommendation systems combine both 
supervised and unsupervised ML approaches. 

Virtual machines 
Computers execute code sequentially, line-by-
line, as illustrated in the expert system described 
above. In ANNs, however, signals seem to pass 
through simultaneously as the signals are 
processed in parallel. In fact, the ANN is a 'virtual 
machine', which has to be translated into a 
sequence of commands before it can be 
executed on a physical machine. The output is 
the same as it would have been if it were 
processed in parallel. 
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an input signal is sent to the ANN, passes through the hidden layer(s) to the output layer, and 
generates an output signal. The error is then calculated by comparing the output to what it should 
have been according to the labelled data. Now, the neurons are changed to reduce the error, so the 
ANNs output is more accurate. This correction process starts with the output layer, which has a 
stronger influence over the results, and then makes changes further back through the hidden 
layer(s). It is called back propagation because the correction of the error propagates backwards 
through the ANN. 

In theory, it is possible to calculate the error for 
every possible ANN. That is, to generate a set of 
ANNs with every possible combination of 
neuron, test each of them against the labelled 
data, and choose the one with the lowest error. 
In practice, however, there are too many 
possible configurations for this to be feasible. 
The AI engineer needs to find a way of being 
more selective with a smarter search for the 
lowest error. This is where gradient descent 
comes in. Imagine a chart of every possible 
ANN, each point representing one ANN, with 
the altitude representing its error. This would 
form an 'error landscape', as illustrated in 
Figure 2.4 Gradient descent is a method of 
trying to find the lowest point on this landscape 
– the ANN with the lowest error – without
having access to the map.  

Gradient descent is often compared to a hiker that needs to find their way down a mountain, but it 
is so foggy that they can only see one metre in each direction so they adopt a strategy of looking 
around, deciding which direction offers the steepest descent, moving in that direction, and then 
looking around again and repeating the process until they find their way down the mountain. 
Similarly, an ANN can be generated, located at a random point on the error landscape. Its error is 
calculated, as well as the error resulting from a few different kinds of adjustment which correspond 
to nearby positions on the error landscape. The adjustment that offers the best improvement is 
assumed to be the best direction, so the changes are implemented and then the process is repeated 
with a new set of tests. Just as the hiker takes the steepest possible immediate descent that they can 
see in their immediate vicinity, the ANN makes gradual improvements until it reaches the best 
solution that it can find. 

While the algorithm might find the best possible solution – the 'global optimum' – the approach is 
not perfect. Just as we might expect the unfortunate hiker using this strategy to get stuck in a recess 
before descending the mountain – their dogmatic refusal to ascend a little limiting them from 
climbing out of a ditch – the algorithm can settle for a 'local optimum' that is not the best solution 

4 Here, the possible ANNs are mapped across two dimensions, with error as the third dimension, so that it is 
easy to visualise. This would be accurate if there were only two variables in the ANN but, in reality, they have 
so many neurons that the landscape would have millions of dimensions, making it too difficult to calculate and 
impossible to represent on paper. 

Figure 2 – An error landscape  

Graphic by the author. 
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available, but the minor modifications would make the situation worse before it could get better. 
This is why, in practice, the whole exercise is repeated many times, starting from different points and 
using different training data.  

Gradient descent and back propagation make use of labelled data to calculate the error. If all the 
data was used for the learning process, however, the algorithm might memorise the training data 
without having gained any useful capacity to respond to new data. In order to ensure this does not 
happen, some of the labelled data is not used in training, and are used only to test the results. But 
what if there is no labelled data at all? In the following section, an alternative ML approach is 
presented that sidesteps the problem by evaluating more general behaviour across populations of 
ANNs. 

2.2.3 Training methods inspired by nature 

While gradient descent and back propagation are based upon mathematical concepts such as 
calculus, another set of methods are inspired by evolutionary concepts such as survival of the fittest, 
reproduction and mutation. There are many approaches within this family of evolutionary training 
methods, but the broad principles remain the same. A population of ANNs is created. They compete 
against each other and are subjected to artificial selection – the AI equivalent of natural selection – 
so that those that perform badly are filtered out, while those that perform well survive to the next 
generation. To replenish the population, new ANNs are generated through AI's answer to 
reproduction. These could involve the combination of different aspects of one, two, or any number 
of parent ANNs, along with a dose of random mutation. 

Let's explore how an evolutionary approach can be applied to train ANNs to play chess. We could 
start by creating a population of 100 random ANN 'players', and make them play against each other, 
so they take turns in receiving inputs describing the position of the pieces, and generate outputs 
that are interpreted as moves. This first generation of untrained players will not be very good at the 
game, but some will inevitably be 'less bad' than others and win some games. At this point, the ANNs 
can be ranked. In keeping with the principle of the survival of the fittest, the worst players are 
deleted. Better players survive, and their 'genetic material' – in the form of layers of ANNs – are 
combined and mutated to produce a new generation of ANNs which join them in the next round of 
games. The new ANNs will respond differently to signals, so some may play better than their 'parents' 
and others worse. 

Since only the better players survive and shape the features of future ANNs, the environment is 
conducive to a steady overall improvement as the generations pass. The approach can even yield 
champion players that beat most humans. The interesting thing about evolutionary methods is that 
they yield results without any human expertise on the problem, without labelled data from previous 
games, without even having access to the rules. However, those that tend to play well, tend to 
survive. This means ANNs can develop interesting ways of deciding how to play the game well, 
including strategies that humans have never thought of, and may have trouble appreciating.5 If an 
engineer is asked to explain why such an ANN made a move then they might show how its response 
was mathematically determined by its structure, but they cannot always explain why this structure 
generates good moves. This leads to the problem of the transparency of algorithms, which will be 
discussed later. 

5 This is well illustrated in the documentary film AlphaGo, Moxie Pictures, 2017.  

https://www.alphagomovie.com/
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Evolutionary approaches can be applied to other kinds of optimisation problems such as improving 
computer programs or transport schedules. There are also many other interesting AI techniques 
inspired by biological and behavioural mechanisms observed in nature. For example, ant colony 
optimisation is modelled on how ants use pheromones as signals to find and highlight the quickest 
route between two locations, and can be used to optimise vehicle navigation and 
telecommunication networks. Hunting search is a search and optimisation technique based upon 
pack hunting by lions, wolves and dolphins. 'Swarm intelligence' techniques inspired by the honey 
bee's dance (among other apian behaviours) have been applied in modelling and optimisation tasks 
in electrical, mechanical, civil and software engineering.  

Reinforcement learning (RL) is another branch of ML which focuses on developing a policy for 
making sequences of decisions under different conditions. It is particularly useful when a system 
could be subject to a wide range of conditions, each with different implications for appropriate 
action. First the RL algorithm identifies some features of the conditions and attempts some actions, 
it then receives feedback about the quality of the response, which is used to maintain a set of scores 
for different combinations of conditions and actions. RL is sometimes compared to how children 
learn to walk, and its trial and error techniques have been deployed for training self-driving cars. In 
many respects, the process is similar to back propagation and gradient descent but, while those 
methods require large amounts of labelled data prepared in advance, RL allows constant adjustment 
of behaviour to learn in real-time.  

Gradient descent and evolutionary methods can be intensive and complicated to set up but, once 
the training is complete, the resulting ANN can be used to process new data very quickly and 
efficiently. In reality, however, algorithms are constantly updated in response to new data 
availability, bugs that are identified, developments in techniques and changes to the problem that 
the algorithm seeks to solve. Also, several of these methods are often combined in methods (such as 
'deep reinforcement learning' which integrates elements of deep learning and reinforcement 
learning) and applications (game playing AI often synthesises elements of symbolic AI and ML). 

2.2.4 Data mining, big data and data in the wild 

Since data is so central to contemporary AI development, several data-related concepts are 
frequently raised during debates about AI. AI engineers spend as much time thinking about data as 
they do about algorithms. They need lots of good quality data to perform effective ML and test the 
results. 'Data mining', is a field of computation focused on the automated identification of patterns 
and anomalies in data sets. The data set could be anything from measurements of underground 
geological formations to text found on social media, and the mining process could deploy ANNs, 
statistics and modelling to identify useful features. 'Big data' refers to datasets that are so large and 
complex – including content from different sources, in different formats, and with different degrees 
of authenticity and accuracy – that they cannot be stored or processed in the same way as smaller 
datasets. This brings us to 'data in the wild', usually referring to data that was produced for one 
purpose but remains somehow accessible and is gathered or used for some other purpose. 
Depending on the circumstances, use of this data can be unreliable, unethical, and even illegal.  

2.2.5 The art of artificial intelligence 

It might be tempting to think of ML as doing all the hard work, but the ML algorithm can only follow 
the precise instructions of its creator. This section highlights the art of the AI engineer. They harness 
the power of concepts from a range of disciplines – most notably computing, logic, statistics and 
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calculus – while balancing a range of considerations about the problem itself and the context of its 
solution. 

First, the engineer needs to find a good way of encoding the problem itself. For the chess-playing 
ANN, the engineer needs to express the positions on the board as a signal to be sent to the input 
layer. They also need to find a way of interpreting the output as a valid move. This means either 
designing the output layer so that its signal can always be interpreted as a legitimate move, or 
devising a strategy for managing any illegitimate moves suggested by the ANN. 

If the ML algorithm uses training data, the AI engineer must consider which data to use and how. 
Where 'data in the wild' is used, they must ensure that it is legal and ethical. Even inadvertent storage 
and processing of some content – such as terrorist propaganda and child pornography – can be 
illegal. Other data might be subject to copyright, or require 'informed consent' from the owner 
before it is used for research or other purposes. If the data passes these tests, the engineer must 
determine whether it is sufficiently large and representative to be suitable for the problem at hand. 
A dataset for learning to recognise cats should contain lots of pictures from different angles, of 
different colours, and any labels should be accurate. Finally, the engineer needs to decide how much 
data to use for training, and how much to set aside for testing. If the training dataset is too small, the 
ANN can memorise it without learning general rules, so they perform poorly when tested with new 
data. If the testing dataset is small, there is less scope to evaluate the quality of the algorithm.  

The AI engineer also needs to make several important decisions about the structure of the ANN and 
the ML algorithm. The ANN needs enough neurons and layers to deal with the complexity of the 
problem. Too few and the ANN will not be able to deal with complex problems, too many and they 
tend to memorise the training dataset instead of learning general rules. For gradient descent, they 
need to define how many evaluations to make before deciding on a direction to travel, as well as 
how far to travel in the chosen direction before re-evaluating. This is known as the 'learning rate'. If 
it is slower, the algorithm takes more time but makes better choices, like the lost hiker taking small 
careful steps. If it is faster, it adapts more quickly but might miss important features, rather as though 
the hiker runs blindly through the fog. The engineer must consider the problem and decide how to 
balance speed against accuracy. 

In evolutionary approaches, the AI engineer has to decide the population size and number of games 
to play, balancing thorough evaluation against processing burden. They also need to decide how 
many ANNs to delete per generation, and how combination and mutation are used to create new 
generations. Mutation is important for the emergence of new solutions, but if it is too strong then 
the 'offspring' might be so different from their parents that they perform as badly as the randomly 
generated ANNs from the first generation of the process.  

A further question is raised in deciding when a solution of sufficient quality has been found. As 
discussed in the context of gradient descent, an algorithm can get stuck in a 'local optimum', which 
is definitely the best solution in the vicinity, but not necessarily the best possible solution. Similarly, 
evolutionary populations can develop into a local optimum, whereby the parent ANNs cannot 
produce offspring that perform better than them, even though better solutions are available. The 
engineer can counteract local optima by adjusting the learning rate in gradient descent, or altering 
the approach to reproduction and mutation in evolutionary methods. They can also repeat the 
training process several times with different starting points and data sets. This is often worth the 
effort because, while ANNs are difficult to train, once a good solution is found they can be applied to 
new data very quickly. 
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Many of these decisions require the AI engineer to balance the constraints of the problem at hand, 
its context, and the data and processing resources available to them. There are no objectively correct 
formulas, so these decisions are part of the 'craft' of AI. Practitioners rely upon experience, intuition, 
experimentation and shared wisdom to make effective decisions. Perhaps unsurprisingly, decisions 
about the structure of the ANN, the mutation rate, learning rate and population size are also 
sometimes delegated to ML. Nonetheless, the AI engineer still needs to make difficult decisions and 
give precise instructions about when and how much the ML can adjust each variable. These trends 
take the AI engineers even further away from the subject expertise embedded in their algorithms. 
Nonetheless, the engineer retains an irreplaceable role in the design and optimisation of the 
environment in which machines learn. 

2.2.6 Making sense of the world: identifying language, images and sounds 

This section focuses on how second wave AI algorithms are deployed to make sense of the world. 
That is, how they can respond in useful ways to language, images or sounds. A good example of this 
is spam detection. When users identify emails as 'spam', they provide labelled data that is used to 
train an ANN to identify emails that look like spam, which are then automatically filtered into a junk 
folder. In 2015, Google reported6 that its Gmail service mislabelled .05 % of wanted emails as spam. 
For an average user that's around two emails per month, so it's far from perfect, but each time users 
label an email in their junk folder as 'not spam' they provide more labelled data to train and improve 
the ANN. Major platforms have access to more data, so they can develop more accurate tools. Since 
this in turn attracts more users, cycles of market dominance can emerge that will be further discussed 
in the next chapter. 

First wave symbolic AI translation tools tried to encode the expertise of translators into rules for 
converting text from one language to another, but the approach largely failed as the rules proved to 
be too cumbersome. Early data-driven solutions bypassed these rules by finding clusters of words in 
sources that were already translated by experts – notably including documents translated by the 
European Parliament – and stitching them together. Today, top translation tools use the same data 
to train ANNs to find their own rules for translating text directly, even if the specific combination of 
words is not present in the corpus. Unlike symbolic AI approaches, the developers of ML translation 
do not need to speak the languages, or even study their grammar. 

Sound and vision are more complicated than text. Even as recently as 2005 – during the author's 
training as an AI programmer – image and speech recognition were taught in the symbolic AI 
tradition, as problems of encoding human expertise. For example, to recognise pictures of cats, the 
algorithm would search pixel-by-pixel for lines that look like edges and enhance them to identify 
outlines which they compare to templates corresponding to cats. Similarly, algorithms for speech 
recognition followed painstakingly hand-programmed instructions to find patterns in sound waves 
when people speak and identify them as 'phonetic units' (the basic range of speech sounds, see 
Figure 3) before translating them into meaningful combinations of letters and, eventually, words. 

These expert-trained image and speech recognition systems were difficult to develop, and struggled 
with new images and voices. They have now been largely replaced by data-driven ML tools. Speech 
to text tools are now trained on labelled data, such as transcripts of audio files. Image recognition 
tools are trained on millions of pictures from the internet that are already labelled. Indeed, Facebook 

6 See: The mail you want, not the spam you don't, the official Gmail blog, Google, 2015. 

https://gmail.googleblog.com/2015/07/the-mail-you-want-not-spam-you-dont.html
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trained its face recognition service on millions of 
photos that were diligently labelled by its users. The 
approach is not infallible, and depends to a large 
extent on the quality of the data. In one well-known 
example, an algorithm trained to differentiate dogs 
from wolves performed well against the data that 
was used, but worked by classifying the canines by 
the presence or absence of snow in the picture. 

We can examine what is going on 'under the hood' 
of image recognition ANNs by using them to 
enhance the features of an image that resemble the 
object it was trained to recognise. Starting with a 
static image and repeating this recognition and 
enhancement process, the ANN gradually reveals, in 
abstract and somewhat blurry images, its 
'understanding' of what the object looks like. This kind of feature extraction and enhancement has 
yielded interesting results. The example shown in Figure 4 below presents ethereal images 
generated by an ANN that was trained to recognise dumbbells. Some say the example is evidence of 
a kind of autonomous creativity. More likely, the psychedelic images are the AI equivalent of human 
pareidolia, where people identify patterns that they are trained to recognise – notably faces – in 
clouds and other objects. Here, it is particularly interesting to note how the ANN's ideal of a dumbbell 
always features a human arm. In this case, it seems the training data contained many images of 
dumbbells in use, but not enough labelled images of dumbbells on their own. 

These tools are good at individual patterns, and can carry out some useful tasks with visual and 
linguistic material, but do they really understand the world? To answer this question, first, we can 
consider word vectors, which describe the 'proximity' of words to each other. Proximity is calculated 
by how often, statistically, a word is used in the same context as another. So, for example, the word 
'king' has a closer proximity to 'man' than it does to 'woman'. The approach enables impressive 
linguistic manoeuvres such as 'king - man + woman = queen'. It is certainly a well-designed 
technique, and may have some useful applications, but the meaning of words cannot be reduced to 
their statistical occurrence. The tool does not know what a monarchy is and has no understanding 
of why such concepts matter. While it can convincingly use words that relate to each other such as 
'king' and 'queen' or 'patient' and 'cancer', it cannot appreciate the human sentiments associated 
with these things because their experience of them is limited to the statistical occurrence of words 
that humans use to represent them. This is important to appreciate because, in some application 
areas, it might be dangerous to believe that AI really understands something when really it is just 
very good at behaving as though it does.  

Source: © Macquarie University

Figure 3 – Identification of phonetic units 
through waveform analysis of sounds tʃɐ (as in 

chat) and dʒɐ (as in 'jam'). 

Source: Google Inc (CC by 4.0)  

Figure 4 – Images of dumbbells, featuring arms, produced by an ANN trained on images of dumbbells 

https://www.mq.edu.au/about/about-the-university/faculties-and-departments/medicine-and-health-sciences/departments-and-centres/department-of-linguistics/our-research/phonetics-and-phonology/speech/acoustics/speech-waveforms/the-waveforms-of-speech
https://ai.googleblog.com/2015/06/inceptionism-going-deeper-into-neural.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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2.2.7 Imagination and creativity: producing language, images and sounds 

This section focuses on how AI can be deployed to create language, images or sounds. In one sense, 
all ML algorithms are creative inasmuch as they create their own ways of solving problems without 
expert advice. In another sense, algorithms can only follow precise sequences of instructions, so it is 
difficult to describe them as imaginative. Illustratively, computers cannot even spontaneously 
imagine the random numbers they need to simulate dice rolls or generate ANNs. The best they can 
do is follow precise instructions to produce numbers that are so unpredictable and well distributed 
that they appear to be random. For example, precise measurements of the milliseconds between 
two keystrokes can be taken, with the figures to the right of the decimal place used as though they 
were a sequence of random numbers. Measurements of sufficiently random external processes can 
also be used, such as radioactive decay, atmospheric noise and even images of lava lamps. Like AI 
tools, the methods are interesting and useful but the impression of understanding or creativity fades 
as the mechanisms are exposed as strictly procedural. For AI, it is important to recognise these limits, 
in particular the difference between 'understanding and creating' and 'appearing to understand and 
create'.  

Many articles are now written by AI 'journalists' rather than the human equivalent. They take basic 
information in a set format – perhaps weather predictions, sports results or stock market 
performance – and follow rules to identify the most important information before converting it into 
sentences that read like human written news articles. Here, the algorithm needs to ensure that the 
text maintains a consistent style while minimising repetition of words and sentence structures that 
would seem too robotic to the reader. Once an article is written – by an AI or human journalist – AI 
subeditors can be deployed to generate headlines and automatically test their attractiveness to 
users and search engines before settling upon a final choice. 

Basic language production is widely offered on smartphones. This includes predictive text to support 
typing, 'suggested replies' to bypass typing, and virtual assistants which produce spoken text to 
interact with the user. Predictive text is quite simple, linking each word to others that commonly 
follow them, much like the word vectors described above. These start with generic lists, but can be 
quickly customised to follow an individual user's style. So, when typing 'how are', the AI would 
suggest 'you?'. AI music generators are similar, they learn to mimic the composition of music by 
guessing what kind of sound a human musician might create next. Suggested replies are similar, but 
operate on whole messages rather than individual words. They first capture the important points of 
an email received, such as an invitation to meet for coffee, and suggest a few responses based upon 
the style and type of responses typically given to that kind of message such as 'sure' and 'sorry, I 
can't'.  

Virtual assistants (VAs) are even more complex, as they start with the sound of the user's speech 
when they ask to play a song, send a message or buy a product. These sounds need to be converted 
into phonetic units, then into words, and then into a set of instructions to follow – perhaps requiring 
access to the user's diary, contacts, location and a myriad other accounts and services. Similarly, the 
VA's requests for further information need to be converted into words and synthesised into speech. 
Just as the VA needs to take account of the user's voice and accent, the synthesis of their own speech 
also depends on the user's preferences for voice and accent. Furthermore, just as good AI journalists 
avoid producing dull and repetitive text, a good VA will use some melody, and diverse expressions. 
Some even add interjections like 'hmmm' while pretending to think about a response and give 
emotional cues that are appropriate to the content. All of this effort is made to make them seem 
more human to the user. As more people use these services, more data is collected to train the VA to 
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identify their users' voices, accents, emotions, interjections and – perhaps most importantly – their 
shopping habits. However, it is important to recognise that while the VA's calculated gestures may 
be useful and appear convivial, they do not represent deep understanding of concepts, nor empathy 
for users.  

Imagine asking a VA to book a table for dinner. It calls the restaurant and generates human-like 
speech to request a reservation. The restaurant's VA answers the call, generating its own human-like 
speech to discuss availability. The two AI agents interact in spoken English, complete with 
interjections, hesitations and emotional cues. Furthermore, each records the speech of the other and 
uses it to train themselves to speak 'more humanly' next time. If they were left to train on each other 
like this, the VAs could eventually develop their own accents or even dialects. 

Indeed, this kind of interaction between different 
ANNs is precisely how some newer ML algorithms 
known as generative adversarial nets (GANs) work. 
GANs can generate realistic images by training a 
'detective ANN' to recognise whether a picture 
was produced by a human or a computer, then 
training a 'forger ANN' to produce images, which 
are tested by the detective ANN. In the process, 
the pair of ANNs both get better, the detective at 
identifying fake images and the forger at producing realistic images. These forger ANNs can be used 
to develop interesting image modification and production tools. They can adapt pictures to make 
people appear older or younger, and generate convincing 'new faces'. The same principles can be 
used to develop tools for producing realistic sounds and videos. Indeed, such techniques have led 
to the emergence of tools for producing extremely realistic videos known as 'deepfakes', which have 
been used to create fake pornographic videos featuring celebrities, and fake statements featuring 
politicians (see Figure 5). Of course, the falsification of images is not new, but deepfakes can be 
incredibly realistic and are, perhaps, easier to tailor and mobilise for specific objectives. Depending 
on the jurisdiction, some deepfakes may be illegal, while others are considered as legitimate satire, 
critique or creative reuse. 

2.3 Speculative future waves: towards artificial superintelligence? 
The approaches set out in the previous sections are described as 'weak' or 'narrow' AI, in the sense 
that they can behave intelligently in domain-specific niches such as chess or cat recognition. 'Strong' 
or 'general' AI (AGI), on the other hand, is closer to our understanding of human intelligence as it 
refers to algorithms that can exhibit intelligence in a wide range of contexts and problem spaces. If 
weak AI is already rather strong, AGI would provide a new paradigm of capability. However, since it 
does not yet exist, it belongs to the realm of speculative AI. A second key term from the speculative 
domain is artificial superintelligence (ASI),7 that is, with higher levels of general intelligence than 
typical humans. A third is singularity, which refers to the moment where AI becomes sufficiently 

7 Biological superintelligence – achieved through real brains – is not explored here. However, the possibility 
has been considered through natural (or artificial) selection, genetic engineering, better organisation of 
collective human intelligence, and the use of drugs or implants to enhance cognitive function. 

Figure 5 – ANNs can turn audio into realistic
lip-synched videos.

Source: University of Washington

https://www.washington.edu/news/2017/07/11/lip-syncing-obama-new-tools-turn-audio-clips-into-realistic-video/
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intelligent and autonomous to generate even more intelligent and autonomous AIs, breaking free 
from human control and embarking on a process of runaway development.  

There is some debate about whether these speculative AIs could be achieved by incremental 
development of existing technologies and techniques. Some experts cite Moore's law of continual 
exponential advancement in computer power, or suggest that today's AI could be deployed to 
produce the next generation of AI. However, most experts agree that there are fundamental limits 
to both Moore's law and the capabilities of the current AI paradigm. Amongst these critical thinkers, 
some argue that paradigm-shifting development could eventually make AGI possible – and perhaps 
even inevitable – while others are more sceptical. 

These final sections of this chapter present several ideas about possible future waves of AI and how 
they could be achieved. Some of them are radically new, while others combine or extend elements 
of current approaches. Some are proposed as routes to ASI, while others have more modest and 
practical aims. Some are subject to active research and development, while others are more akin to 
thought experiments. They all, however, face substantial technical barriers to implementation and, 
as such, they all remain speculative future possibilities with no guarantee of realisation. 

2.3.1 Self-explanatory and contextual artificial intelligence 

The next wave of AI might combine aspects of the first and second waves of AI in ways that deliver 
completely new functionality.8 They could maintain the complex and sophisticated power 
associated with ANNs while also delivering the same level of explainability associated with expert 
systems. These AI agents could also be capable of taking account of wider contextual knowledge 
about the world in order to provide more accurate results from smaller sets of training data. For 
example, such a tool for recognising animals might be trained with just two or three photos of an 
animal it has never seen before, but be capable of drawing on its wider knowledge of the world – 
e.g. about animal movements, bodies, and how they might look from other angles or positions that 
they have not seen before – to reliably identify the animal in other images. Similarly, a handwriting
recognition system which is trained on images of written text might also draw on their contextual
knowledge of how people use pens to write in order to help them to decipher what is written. The
aims of self-explanatory and contextual AI may appear modest (e.g. in comparison to the
developments speculated below) but the potential of – and barriers to – adding these features to
today's AI should not be underestimated. 

2.3.2 Robotic artificial intelligence 

If AI is the brains, then robotics is the brawn. In common with AI, robots can undertake some tasks 
with superhuman ability (e.g. lifting heavy weights), while failing spectacularly at things that most 
humans find easy (e.g. walking up staircases). Robotics is not really a path to AI in itself, but is a 
complementary field with potential synergies that could lead to substantial advancement in certain 
application areas. For example, ML can be applied to help robots to manipulate physical objects with 
greater autonomy, flexibility and dexterity, which could make automated production and 
distribution more efficient. AI and robotics could be combined to design, build and control new 
computer hardware and robotics which strengthen both fields, initiating a cycle of ongoing 
synergetic development and advancement. 

8 See, for example, work at the United States Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), 2017. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-O01G3tSYpU
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Here, it is also worth mentioning that the marriage of AI and robotics is a major area of development 
for military technologies, notably in autonomous weapons systems. At present, drones are remotely 
piloted by humans, but this introduces several weaknesses, including communication channels that 
are vulnerable to detection and attack, as well as much slower human decision and response times 
than with automated control systems. Full AI command resolves both issues while opening new 
opportunities such as swarming capabilities which are beyond human capability. Such systems are 
not beyond today's technical capabilities, but the field is controversial and 'human-in-the-loop' 
policies dominate, as discussed in the next chapter. 

2.3.3 Quantum artificial intelligence 

Quantum computers harness the power of 
simultaneity to quickly find solutions to very 
complex problems, promising a revolutionary 
increase in computing power. If the problem is to 
find a one-in-a-trillion combination that works as a 
solution, a normal computer would have to check 
each possibility one by one, while a quantum 
computer can check them all at the same time, in a 
single operation. This means they are particularly 
well-suited to problems such as simulating 
environments, finding solutions, and optimising 
them. Since these kinds of problems are central to AI, 
developments in quantum computing could enable 
significant advances in the field.  

While there have been some promising recent 
breakthroughs in quantum computing, their details 
often serve to illustrate how far the technology is from launching on the market. For example, in late 
2017, IBM's 50-qubit machine broke industry records by remaining stable for 0.00009 seconds. Two 
years later, Google claimed quantum supremacy when their 54-qubit machine completed a 
calculation in 200 seconds that might have taken a non-quantum supercomputer up to 10 000 years 
to complete. However, while the machine is an impressive proof of concept, it is not yet capable of 
performing calculations with specific practical uses. A general-purpose quantum computer would 
require closer to 1 million qubits operating near absolute zero (- 273 °C). As such, it seems that 
reliable and useful quantum computers will probably remain unavailable for at least the next decade. 
Some suggest it is a moving target that will always remain tantalisingly out of reach. Here, it is 
enough to note that quantum computing is a speculative development that, if achieved, could 
enable the emergence of future waves of AI either by applying current methods more effectively, or 
by enabling the development of completely new approaches. 

2.3.4 Evolving artificial superintelligence 

One suggested path to ASI is to develop increasingly sophisticated ANNs through better 
evolutionary methods running on more powerful computers. Evolving superintelligence could start 
with the design of an algorithm to generate huge populations of multiple species of ANN in an 
immense simulated evolutionary environment. It took millions of years from the emergence of the 
first biological neurons to the evolution of intelligent humans and, during this time, a huge range of 

What is quantum computing? 
Single bits of data on normal computers 
exist in a single state, either 0 or 1. Single 
bits in a quantum computer, known as 
'qubits' can exist in both states at the same 
time. If each qubit can simultaneously be 
both 0 and 1, then four qubits together 
could simultaneously be in 16 different 
states (0000, 0001, 0010, etc.). Small 
increases to the number of qubits lead to 
massive increases (2n) in the number of 
simultaneous states. So 50 qubits together 
can be in over a trillion different states at 
the same time. Quantum computing works 
by harnessing this simultaneity to find 
solutions to complex problems very quickly.  
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lifeforms occupied the most sophisticated and complex environment known to humanity: Earth. 
Current processing capabilities could not do justice to evolutionary environments of that scale. 

However, some shortcuts to superintelligence may be possible in computer environments. 
Biological evolution to date was engaged not only with intelligence, but also the development of 
complex organs and physical defences, capabilities such as flight, and features such as synergetic 
co-dependence between bacteria and other organisms. Biological development can also get stuck 
in unproductive evolutionary ruts, much like ML algorithms get stuck in local optima. An AI simulator 
could skip these and many other time-consuming biological processes such as maturing and ageing, 
pluck emerging populations out of evolutionary dead-ends and sidestep the unnecessary 
distractions associated with bodily survival and reproduction. By selecting exclusively for general 
intelligence, perhaps it could develop more quickly for computers than it did for humanity. Could 
this lead to the emergence of AGI and, by running the simulation even longer, towards the 
emergence of ASI? 

The answer is not clear. Because of the demands of the environment in which they evolved, humans 
became good at recognising animals and understanding their movements, but not at making quick 
and complex mathematical calculations. Likewise, the kind of capabilities the simulated populations 
develop would depend on what kind of challenges they face and the resources they can draw upon 
to develop solutions. Since they would not have human-like bodies or biological needs, they would 
be unlikely to develop human-like languages or societies. Given this, they might never face the 
human-like problems that would drive them to develop human-like solutions. This does not mean 
they could not develop nuanced and surprising solutions to interesting problems, it is more a 
question of whether humans could relate to these problems and solutions in a useful or meaningful 
way. For this reason, human intelligence seems to require immersion in human society which, in 
turn, seems to require the presence of human bodies.9  

2.3.5 Brain emulation and artificial consciousness 

Another proposed approach to developing AGI would maintain alignment with human intelligence 
by producing a very detailed digital copy of the human brain, including all of the neurons and their 
connections of various strengths. If we speculate that we might have the technical capacity to do 
this, and a sufficiently accurate and complete understanding of the brain, the result might be a 
complete digital emulation of a mind, with the capacity to process sensory inputs, to remember, to 
learn, and to apply general intelligence. Perhaps the steps to developing an ASI would be as simple 
as speeding up the computer or running it without degradation for centuries, so that it has the time 
to carefully study every subject in every language. It could even be enhanced with modules allowing 
them to perform advanced mathematical calculations or to access the internet directly. 

Since the ANN would need to simulate around 86 billion neurons and about 150 trillion connections 
in real-time, full brain emulation remains firmly in the domain of speculation. Nonetheless, serious 
projects are pursuing the ambition, including the billion-euro EU-funded Human Brain Project, 
which has made some progress in mapping mouse brains, although the models are incomplete and 
operate much slower than real time. It is not clear whether such an emulated brain would need sleep, 
how limited their ultimate capacity for memory or knowledge might be, nor whether they would 
experience pain, sadness, existential terror or consciousness. 

9 H. Collins, Artifictional intelligence: Against humanity's surrender to computers, Polity Press, 2018.  
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2.3.6 Wetware and biological systems 

The nascent field of artificial life (Alife) differs from AI in that its ideas and techniques are based upon 
fundamental biological processes, rather than intelligence or expertise. Nonetheless, it does have 
some crossovers with AI, particularly in the context of evolutionary learning approaches and other 
methods inspired by nature. Much like AI, Alife is primarily developed via software (computer code 
and data) and hardware (physical components), but it can also involve 'wetware', which refers to the 
use of biological materials as components of the system being developed. In other fields, such as 
gene editing (the modification of DNA) and synthetic biology (the creation of artificial biological 
systems), wetware takes centre stage. Both synthetic biology and gene editing may benefit from AI 
insights, and they are identified as a possible pathway towards some future bio-AI, although this 
remains a distant speculation. 

2.3.7 Is singularity inevitable? 

Once an AGI is produced that is at least as intelligent as a typical human, it might appear to be 
something of a formality to further develop it into an ASI that goes beyond human intelligence. 
Having said that, reaching true AGI in the first place would be an extraordinary development, well 
beyond the capability of today's AI, and likely to remain firmly in the domain of speculation for many 
years to come.10 

AGI can appear, to some, like a linear development from today's AI. Perhaps this is because of the 
functional quality of current AI tools, which give the appearance of human capabilities to perform 
tasks and communicate with users. However, it is important to remember how these systems work. 
While AI is good at identifying and categorising patterns based on how humans have identified and 
categorised in the past, this does not mean they 'understand' the world in a meaningful way. While 
they can be programmed to portray emotions, that does not mean they really feel human emotion 
or empathy. While they can generate interesting and useful solutions to some problems, they are 
not capable of creativity or imagination in the ways that are routine for humans. Crucially, while they 
can excel in specific tasks, they need much more information to learn than do humans, and their 
capabilities do not generalise well to other tasks. Even if today's AI develops at pace, one or more 
substantial paradigm shifts would be needed to transcend these limitations and reach the AGI that 
would be needed to enable 'runaway ASI'.  

Nobody can predict the future – many potential AI development paths should be examined today 
so that we can shape AI development and prepare for the opportunities and challenges it may 
present. There is also an urgent need to manage and respond to the impacts that AI already has on 
our daily lives. These two tasks are related, but cannot be conflated entirely. For productive debate, 
current and speculative challenges need to be considered in the context of their methods and 
maturity. The following chapter aims to support this kind of debate by examining various 
opportunities and challenges of AI in the context of the state of the art. 

10 In Müller and Bostrom's 2014 survey of AI experts, the median estimate was a 50 % chance of a high-level 
machine intelligence emerging by around 2045, and a 90 % chance by 2075, with superintelligence anticipated 
some 30 years later. It has been suggested that Bostrom is over-optimistic about AI's capacity for rapid future 
development (if not about its impacts). Nonetheless, his 2014 prediction that an AI go player might beat the 
world champion within a decade was achieved within just three years. See V. C. Müller and N. Bostrom, Future 
progress in artificial intelligence: a survey of expert opinion, University of Oxford, 2014. 
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3. Why does it matter?

It is important to discuss the opportunities and challenges presented by future technologies, 
especially when the stakes are high, but it should be clear that context is speculative. Arguments 
that dismiss concerns about the future as unrealistic are common, and may be correct, but they do 
little to respond to the impacts of how AI is used (and abused) today. Responding appropriately to 
the many facets of AI will require debates that recognise the state of the art and arguments that are 
specific to the domains, timeframes and probabilities that they concern. To support this kind of 
debate, the following sections present the opportunities and challenges of AI in the context of the 
functionality and maturity of the technologies presented in the previous chapter. The first section 
focuses on the costs and benefits of today's AI, while the second explores longer-term opportunities 
and challenges that are contingent upon future developments that may never happen. 

3.1 Current opportunities and challenges 
The primary reason as to why AI matters is because of its immense potential benefits. This includes 
serious improvements to our health, production, mobility and decision-making, as well as indirect 
benefits such as efficiency gains and frivolous gadgets providing novelty or entertainment value. 
Even apparently inane applications can generate capital, expertise and data, which could eventually 
lead to more substantial developments. After all, image recognition tools perfected on cats have 
been redeployed to identify cancers and capacity gained in developing game-playing AI has been 
redeployed in healthcare. However, these technologies and their associated business practices also 
present legal, social, ethical and economic challenges, which will be presented in the course of this 
chapter. Nonetheless, since AI's benefits are the real foundation for debate about its development, 
the first challenge presented here is to avoid unnecessary underuse of AI. 

3.1.1 Unnecessary underuse 

The European Commission's 2018 communication on artificial intelligence credits AI with 'helping 
us to solve some of the world's biggest challenges: from treating chronic diseases or reducing fatality 
rates in traffic accidents to fighting climate change or anticipating cybersecurity threats',11 while the 
2020 European Commission white paper highlights its 'significant role in achieving the Sustainable 
Development Goals'.12 Deploying AI to achieve such profound social value is plausible, but real-
world developments are dominated by less aspirational applications, including a disproportionate 
focus on chatbots and efficiency tools. Even if the anticipated value of AI were limited to productivity 
gains, these lag far behind the market value of the firms that promise them.13 Missing opportunities 

11 Communication on artificial intelligence for Europe, European Commission, COM(2018) 237, April 2018. 

12 White paper on artificial intelligence – A European approach to excellence and trust, COM(2020) 65, 
European Commission, February 2020. 

13 European Artificial Intelligence (AI) leadership, the path for an integrated vision, Policy Department for 
Economic, Scientific and Quality of Life Policies, European Parliament, 2018. 

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/communication-artificial-intelligence-europe
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1592573334957&uri=CELEX:52020DC0065
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document.html?reference=IPOL_STU(2018)626074
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to take advantage of potential benefits of AI development can be described as underuse. Such 
underuse can be inadvertent or deliberate, and could add up to substantial opportunity costs.14 

Inadvertent underuse could result from failures to make the right decisions to maximise AI 
development and application. For example, major investment in infrastructure or research 
programmes that fail to yield the expected breakthroughs would, in hindsight, have been better 
spent elsewhere. Inadvertent underuse could also result from features of the wider cultural, 
economic, technical or political context that tend not to foster AI. For example, since ML is 
dependent on data, fragmented digital markets and a strong data protection culture could limit 
European development while developers operating within larger single markets with weaker 
consumer protection can access larger sets of data. 

Deliberate underuse differs from inadvertent underuse in that it results from intentional and 
strategic decisions to limit AI development. This could be motivated by a desire to prioritise 
alignment with certain principles or values, or prompted by fears that may or may not turn out to 
have been legitimate. For example, decisions to limit the use of AI in medical, judicial and military 
domains could slow development and limit some potentially beneficial applications in the short-
term. This could be justified if it avoids mistakes, promotes consumer confidence and allows time to 
foster a safe, effective and appropriate long-term development path. On the other hand, it could be 
a strategic mistake if the fears are unjustified or the opportunity costs are too great. The difficulty in 
avoiding underuse of AI is that it is not always clear – even in hindsight – which decisions lead to 
underuse and what the opportunity costs might be. 

3.1.2 Four transparency challenges 

Today's AI presents a range of different transparency challenges. The first and, perhaps, most salient 
is the lack of explainability of ML algorithms. That is, how their internal decision-making logic can be 
understood and described in human terms. This challenge is a function of ML methods. As explained 
in the previous chapter, algorithms from the symbolic AI paradigm directly reflect human expertise, 
and their decisions can be explained in human terms. However, an equivalent ML algorithm 
performs millions of calculations following their own internal logic. Even if the decisions are good 
quality, it is very difficult – often impossible – to explain the decision or its logic in a way that makes 
sense to human experts, let alone for users, policy-makers, judges and juries. This means that, even 
if ML algorithms make good quality decisions, their logic can be opaque. For this reason, ML 
algorithms are sometimes described as 'black boxes'. 

While the first transparency challenge is an unintended side effect of how ML works, the second is 
more deliberate, as some actors exploit imbalances in access to information to serve their 
commercial and strategic interests. For example, ML can be used to analyse consumer data and 
predict individuals' 'willingness to pay' for items. Prices can be set at the upper end of the range and 
individual discounts sent to each shopper which – in effect – reduce the price to their estimated 
willingness to pay. This creates individualised pricing regimes whereby shoppers can only see the 
shelf price and the discount they were offered. They have no access to details of how their price was 
calculated, how it compares to others, or what prices are available to other shoppers. The same 

14 J. Cowls and L. Floridi, Prolegomena to a White Paper on an Ethical Framework for a Good AI Society, SSRN 
Electronic Journal, 2018.  

http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3198732
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approach can also be mobilised towards more strategic outcomes, as observed in political 
campaigns where individual voters are presented with customised messages based upon ML 
predictions of what would appeal to them. Citizens can only access the messages they receive, and 
not the full range of campaign material and promises, creating challenges of transparency and 
accountability. Indeed, the campaigns may even be run by third parties including commercial or 
foreign interests without official links to candidates. In each case, the algorithm and its owner 
maintain a bird's eye view while gaining commercial or strategic advantages by limiting the view of 
the shopper or the voter. Investigations into how algorithms make decisions – either generally or in 
a specific case – can be limited by measures in place to protect the intellectual property of the 
algorithm. 

A third transparency challenge is that individuals do not 
always know whether they are interacting with an AI or 
human agent. This might include client-facing interactions 
such as realistic chatbot interfaces, or behind the scenes in 
the processing of applications for loans or jobs. Where clients 
are aware that they are interacting with an AI agent, they may 
still be restricted from understanding how and why decisions 
have been made, either because it is too complicated (as in 
the first transparency challenge), or because access is limited (as in the second transparency 
challenge). Users might also be unaware that they are being tracked or targeted with personalised 
content, whether for commercial or ideological purposes. 

Fourth, and finally, there is a longer-term challenge in the lack of transparency about the full range 
of intended and expected outcomes of AI development. Meaningful public debate and acceptance 
requires transparency about the full range of expected impacts and uncertainties, both positive and 
negative. However, since the impacts are far from clear and there remains a high level of uncertainty, 
it is not easy to provide this disclosure. Hyperbolic speculation is more marketable than balanced 
reflection, which can easily be lost amidst the hype. Furthermore, many stakeholders succumb to 
the temptation of encouraging public acceptance or opposition of AI by pursuing a policy of 
strategic opacity about potential impacts. For example, acceptance campaigns often focus only on 
benefits to domains such as health while avoiding controversial but well anticipated outcomes such 
as the development of military and surveillance applications. These issues are further discussed in 
the following section.  

3.1.3 Public opposition and acceptance 

Public opposition is often described as a major challenge for AI. However, critical voices come from 
experts and stakeholders more than concerned citizens. It is possible that AI has not provoked 
significant visible public opposition because people broadly accept what they understand to be the 
costs, benefits and uncertainties. Some citizens may acquiesce to development, or feel powerless to 
opt out or shape it in a meaningful way. Indeed, in 2017, 61 % of Europeans were positive about 
robotics and AI while 30 % were negative, although 88 % agreed that these technologies need to be 
managed carefully.15  

15 Special Eurobarometer 460 (2017): Attitudes towards the impact of digitisation and automation on daily life, 
European Commission, 2017.  

Artificial artificial intelligence? 
A reverse formulation of this 
challenge has also been identified 
as firms pretend to use AI, hiring 
humans to complete tasks and 
claiming that they were 
performed by algorithms. 

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/attitudes-towards-impact-digitisation-and-automation-daily-life
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The dynamics of public opposition and acceptance could be important factors shaping AI's long-
term development path. As with many technologies, public opposition to AI is often explained with 
reference to a 'knowledge deficit model', whereby citizens are assumed to oppose technologies 
because they do not understand how they work, and their concerns are interpreted as a failure to 
appreciate their positive impacts. Within this model, strategies for achieving acceptance include 
informing citizens how technologies work while highlighting the benefits they can bring and 
downplaying the risks. However, these approaches have been criticised as inaccurate and 
ineffective.16 Inaccurate because public opposition is more often characterised by lack of meaningful 
engagement and control than misunderstanding, and ineffective because repeating positive 
messages without recognising problems can lead to a breakdown of trust and adoption of more 
entrenched positions. More sophisticated understandings recognise that citizens can adopt more 
nuanced and active roles than passive 'acceptor' or 'rejecter' of technologies. Public acceptability of 
AI (and other technologies) is most effectively achieved by engaging citizens early in the 
development process to ensure that its application is acceptable, rather than developing the 
technology first and then encouraging citizens to accept it as it is. Similarly, to encourage trust, it is 
more effective to design safe and secure systems rather than encourage citizens to have confidence 
in technologies that might let them down later on. How these understandings can inform action in 
the context of AI will be discussed in the next chapter. 

3.1.4 Identifying fact and fiction 

As mentioned in section 2.2.7, ML can be deployed to generate extremely realistic fake videos – as 
well as audio, text and images – known as 'deepfakes'. The availability of data and algorithms make 
it increasingly easy and cheap to produce deepfakes, bringing them within reach of individuals with 
relatively modest skills and resources. The deepfakes themselves are only one side of the problem, 
as powerful dissemination platforms – also powered by ML in some cases – can spread these 
materials very quickly. Together, these applications present financial risks, reputational threats and 
challenges to the decision-making processes of individuals, organisations and wider society.17 The 
boundaries of the problem are not limited to the fake material itself. Indeed, the very existence of 
deepfakes introduces doubts about the authenticity of all content, including real videos. This could 
raise the bar for evidence – as recordings can be brushed aside as forgeries – and contribute to a 
broad climate of disbelief and social polarisation. 

A broader problem can also be identified in differentiating between appearances and reality in the 
digital age. This includes reliance upon algorithms to gauge and predict performance. For example,18 
ML algorithms have been used to screen job candidates by automatically analysing videos of them 
speaking and using features such as speech patterns and facial movements as proxies for job 
suitability. Through the use of the system, these features become key metrics of predicted job 
performance, and can reinforce structural inequalities and biases. In a further twist, video analysis 
can be used to categorise candidates considered likely to have a disability, opening the possibility 

16 See P. Boucher, What if we could design better technologies through dialogue?, EPRS, European Parliament, 
2019.  

17 A. Collins, Forged authenticity: Governing deepfake risks, EPFL International Risk Governance Center, 2019.  

18 Example drawn from M. Whittaker et al, Disability, bias, and AI, AI Now Institute at New York University, 2019.  

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document.html?reference=EPRS_ATA(2019)624291
https://www.epfl.ch/research/domains/irgc/specific-risk-domains/projects-cybersecurity/forging-authenticity-governing-deepfake-risks/
https://ainowinstitute.org/disabilitybiasai-2019.pdf
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of discrimination against people with disabilities or, rather, those that the algorithm defines as likely 
to have a disability. 

3.1.5 Overcoming bias 

There may be some opportunities for AI to help 
overcome bias. ML algorithms have been applied to 
look for patterns and anomalies in past decisions of 
judges. By highlighting the identified biases – 
influenced by politics and race as well as birthdays, 
weather and sporting results – such algorithms 
create opportunities to respond to them19. It has also 
been suggested that systematically applying the 
same algorithm to a range of cases would make it 
possible to ensure that the same decision-making 
logic is been applied consistently. This may be the 
case with transparent and well-designed symbolic AI 
systems in certain contexts, but algorithms can also 
reinforce and scale-up the worst excesses of human 
bias and prejudice. 

Generally speaking, AI engineers do not deliberately produce prejudiced algorithms, but there are a 
few unintentional mechanisms by which they can be produced. Consider a symbolic AI algorithm 
for examining job applications. It might evaluate candidates by assigning scores only on the basis of 
their education and experience. Yet, if it fails to take account of factors such as maternity leave or to 
appropriately recognise education in foreign institutions in ways that human selection committees 
would, the algorithm might discriminate against women and foreign candidates. 

Now, consider a similar AI tool within the ML paradigm. Such algorithms find their own ways of 
identifying which kind of candidates were selected in their training data. Where there is a history of 
structural biases in these selections – for example racial discrimination – the algorithm can learn 
these. Even where data about nationality or ethnicity is removed from the data, ML is adept at finding 
proxies for underlying patterns in other data such as languages, postcodes or schools that can be 
good predictors of ethnicity.  

Several studies have shown that it is possible to de-anonymise data and make accurate predictions 
about individuals with reference to just a few variables. In one well-documented case, an algorithm 
designed to predict how likely a prisoner is to reoffend was introduced to support more objective 
parole decisions, but was shown to inaccurately and disproportionately discriminate against black 
inmates.20 Furthermore, discrimination is also possible on the basis of inaccurate predictions, for 
example using algorithmic analysis of speech patterns and facial movements to 'diagnose' 
disabilities amongst job candidates. Across a range of domains, from justice and policing to 
recruitment and employee evaluation, such discrimination has combined with opacity – due to 
technical complexity or commercial sensitivity – to limits victims' potential for redress. 

19 D. Chen, Machine learning and the rule of law, Computational Analysis of Law, 2019.  
20 C. O'Neil, Weapons of math destruction: How big data increases inequality and threatens democracy, Crown, 
2016. 

Tay the racist chatbot 
Microsoft released Tay, an AI bot that learnt 
to chat by analysing and engaging in 
conversations with humans on Twitter. 
Within 24 hours, Tay spoke like an angry,  
confused, racist misogynist. In a way, Tay is 
a collective failure because it acquired its 
unpleasantness from how humans tend to 
interact online. ML algorithms learn the 
structural biases and inequalities in our 
societies and find novel ways of 
discriminating against those that are 
already most affected by them.  

https://ssrn.com/abstract=3302507
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Another form of algorithmic bias is in the different levels of reliability for different users, with face 
and voice recognition algorithms consistently working best for white men. This is likely due to 
imbalances in the training data and can lead to unequal service provision for customers that pay for 
these services, as well as when these techniques are used to process data for, for example, security 
applications or screening job candidates.  

It is important to note that AI algorithms cannot be objective because, just like people, in the course 
of their training they develop a way of making sense of what they have seen before, and use this 
'worldview' to categorise new situations with which they are presented. The fact that algorithms 
have subjective worldviews is often underappreciated. They might appear objective because they 
apply their biases more consistently than humans. Perhaps their use of numbers to represent 
complex social reality gives them an air of precise facticity ('mathwashing').21 Perhaps humans 
recognise their impressive power but find it difficult to comprehend their logic, so they simply yield 
to their apparent superiority. Whatever the reasons, recognising that AI agents are inherently 
subjective is a crucial prerequisite for ensuring that they are only applied to tasks for which they are 
well equipped. After all, if AI are discrimination machines, it is surely preferable to set them to 
discriminate against cancer rather than vulnerable people. Likewise, while there may be 
opportunities for AI to help identify biases in human decisions, it is unrealistic to expect the 
technology to play more than a supporting role in actions to repair deeply embedded biases in 
human society. These options are further examined in the following chapter. 

Finally, since humans are also inevitably subjective and sometimes difficult to understand, some 
question why algorithms should be criticised for these same qualities. Bias and explainability do not 
matter much when algorithms or humans are recommending films on the basis of someone's 
preferences, but can be crucial when it comes to criminal proceedings or choosing job applicants. 
When biases become embedded in algorithms that affect these domains, they can be multiplied and 
rolled out at an alarming rate. We have mechanisms for dealing with humans' subjectivity and 
occasionally unreliable explanations. These include legal measures such as courts of law, social 
measures such as norms and values, and even technical measures such as lie-detector tests. One 
reason why algorithms are criticised as biased black boxes is because we do not always have the 
same safeguards in place for them. 

3.1.6 Value alignment 

Just as algorithms have biases and worldviews, they also have values which they continually 
reproduce and reinforce through their use.22 Deviation from broadly held social values can lead to 
opposition and controversy, as seen with some current AI applications such as facial recognition. In 
response, specific values such as privacy and non-discrimination can be deliberately embedded into 
technologies 'by-design'. Under the symbolic AI paradigm this means programming specific 
instructions while, in ML, it involves controlling which data is used to train the algorithm. Value 
alignment can also involve limiting the use of algorithms to specific contexts and implementing 
robust quality control and impact assessment mechanisms. 

21 For a visual explanation, see T. Schep, mathwashing, undated. 

22 For an introduction to technology values, see P. Boucher, What if all technologies were inherently social?, 
EPRS, European Parliament, 2019.  

https://www.mathwashing.com/
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/stoa/en/document/EPRS_ATA(2018)614552
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Social values change, and AI values should be able to adapt along with them. Investing in technology 
development and deployment has lock-in effects which can also apply to values. So, while today's AI 
development is rightly expected to respect contemporary perspectives on autonomy and privacy, 
these values could take a very different shape in the decades to come. If we develop too much lock-
in, there is a risk that they will gradually become misaligned as society changes. Just as it would be 
inexcusable to create AI with 1920s values, citizens of 2120 may feel the same about the values we 
deliberately embed into today's AI.  

3.1.7 Informed consent: privacy, data protection and research subjects 

Several concerns have been raised about 
informed consent for data to be stored, 
processed or shared for particular purposes. For 
personal data, the General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR) already requires informed 
consent for collection and processing. Finding 
meaningful ways of gaining informed consent 
can be problematic, as illustrated by the routine 
acceptance of terms and conditions in exchange 
for access to information or services. To be truly 
informed, consent requires that individuals fully 
understand what they are consenting to, so 
giving it is conditional upon an adequate 
response to the four transparency challenges 
described in section 3.1.2.  

Informed consent is particularly important in the 
context of research. Here, the data subject is also 
a research subject. Following best practice in 
medical research, participants in experiments 
are protected by principles of informed consent. 
When a social media platform conducted an 
experiment on its users to analyse whether they 
could control their emotions by selecting which 
content to present them (result: they could), they 
breached the ethical principle of conducting 
psychological experiments without the subjects' 
knowledge or permission.23 When researchers tried to identify sexual orientation from facial images 
alone (result: they could not), they used data scraped from data profiles, which were not intended 
for research purposes, not verified for accuracy and lacked consent from the subjects, they too 
breached the ethical principle.24  

23 C. Flick, Informed consent and the Facebook emotional manipulation study, Research Ethics, 2016, p. 12(1), 
14–28.  

24 K. Quach K., The infamous AI gaydar study was repeated – and, no, code can't tell if you're straight or not just 
from your face, The Register, 2019.  

Verifying, identifying and classifying faces 
Face recognition techniques illustrate many of 
the biggest challenges presented by AI. The 
techniques include facial verification,  
identification and classification. Facial 
verification is a one-to-one process used to 
check a passport picture against the face of the 
person presenting it, or in smartphone 'face 
unlock' features. Facial identification analyses 
images of individuals or crowds to match 
pictures of faces in a database. Several police 
forces use this to identify suspects, missing 
persons or other 'flagged' individuals. Facial 
classification is used – with or without 
identification – to estimate peoples' age, 
gender or 'emotional state'. These can be used 
for 'smart' billboards or lie detection, although 
there are serious doubts about their accuracy 
because people's emotional states cannot be 
deduced by standardised visual cues or without 
understanding the context. These technologies 
can challenge several fundamental rights. Even 
without their active application, knowledge 
that they exist can be enough to damage  
citizens' experience of anonymity, with chilling 
effects that limit their freedoms. 

https://doi.org/10.1177/1747016115599568
https://www.theregister.com/2019/03/05/ai_gaydar/
https://www.theregister.com/2019/03/05/ai_gaydar/
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AI algorithms have predicted users' sexual orientation, political views, religion and drug use from a 
few publicly available data points about things they 'like' 25 to inform the delivery of personalised 
political campaign material, and predicted whether they might have a disability to provide 
recommendations on job candidates.26 The meaningful implementation of rules around informed 
consent is crucial to defend citizens from increasing categorisation and control by both chillingly 
accurate and shockingly inaccurate algorithms. 

3.1.8 Security, military and dual use 

While armies of robotic humanoid soldiers remain a speculative vision without basis in technical 
capabilities, AI does have several applications for physical combat. Before continuing, it is worth 
noting that military grade autonomous weapons systems are much more sophisticated and robust 
than many of the AI applications that citizens encounter in their daily lives. Missiles are not guided 
to their targets in the same way as advertisements are delivered to theirs. While critical military AI 
applications may incorporate elements of ML, they are better understood as highly advanced expert 
systems. To avoid confusion, these technologies tend to be described as autonomous systems, 
rather than AI. 

Autonomous weapons systems such as missiles and drones can operate with different levels of 
autonomy. In 'human in the loop' systems, key decisions such as locking-on to targets and firing 
weapons are always made by a human, whereas 'human on the loop' systems operate autonomously 
under the supervision of a human and will continue to make key decisions until the human interrupts 
them. Fully autonomous 'fire and forget' systems complete their mission without any human 
supervision or control. While the military might not literally 'forget' about them, they would not be 
able to override any of their decisions. Ceding control to the system in this way reduces response 
time as well as the communication channels' vulnerability to detection and counterattack. On the 
other hand, more machine autonomy also introduces new vulnerabilities, for example to automated 
reciprocal conflict that escalates before human channels can intervene. Autonomous weapons 
systems are often differentiated by whether they are used for lethal or nonlethal missions, and 
whether they are deployed for defensive or offensive operations. However, the distinction is not 
always clear as it is often the same technology, only used in a different context with different settings. 
These technologies are already in use, for example in the Harpy drone, which seeks and destroys 
radar systems without human control or supervision.  

Beyond weapons systems, AI has much wider relevance to military defence.27 It can play an 
important role in both the attack and defence strategies of hacking and phishing, which have long 
been used for cybercrime, but can be mobilised to target key systems and infrastructures in the 
context of cyberwarfare. AI is also important in information warfare, for example in the use of bots 
to influence public discourse, threatening social harmony and democracy. At a more mundane level, 
the same kind of logistical AI support for supply chains can also be used to make military ecosystems 
more effective and efficient. 

25 M. Kosinski, D. Stillwell and T. Graepel, Private traits and attributes are predictable from digital records of 
human behavior, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 110 (15) 5802-5805, 2013.  

26 M. Whittaker et al, Disability, bias, and AI, AI Now Institute at New York University, 2019. 

27 See also M. Brundage et al, The malicious use of artificial intelligence: forecasting, prevention, and mitigation, 
2018.  

https://www.pnas.org/content/110/15/5802
https://www.pnas.org/content/110/15/5802
https://ainowinstitute.org/disabilitybiasai-2019.pdf
https://maliciousaireport.com/
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There are so many synergies between civilian and military AI that it is not possible to disentangle 
them entirely. As a dual-use technology, advances in civilian AI will help develop military AI, just as 
advances in military AI will help develop civilian AI. Taking the example of AI systems for automated 
piloting of drones, the same techniques designed to 'sense and avoid' in-air collisions can also be 
deployed for target acquisition. These synergies have existed since the earliest days of AI but, as with 
many technologies, the historical tendency was for military development to lead the way, followed 
by civilian applications. Indeed, examining the protagonists of AI's history – from 
Florence Nightingale to Alan Turing – many of the techniques and ideas that form the basis of 
contemporary AI were developed in the context of war. Today, however, the reverse of this 
relationship is more prevalent as civilian innovation increasingly leads the way before being adapted 
and applied to military applications. Revisiting the case of drones, the civilian market is highlighted 
as the key source of both innovation and financing for future military drone developments. Likewise, 
civilian AI is embraced and actively stimulated by the military as part of a deliberate long-term 
strategy to create opportunities for military AI. The US military research agency – DARPA – supports 
specific civilian AI developments with military AI as the ultimate beneficiary, and has a US$2 billion 
investment strategy to embed AI in weapons systems. Similarly, the US Joint Artificial Intelligence 
Center is tasked with accelerating the application of AI research and development across the US 
military. This dual use means that all AI development has implications for military AI including tools 
for physical, cyber and information warfare. 

The specific opportunities and threats associated with military AI depend upon specific perspectives 
and contexts, and are subject to debate. The key advantages of autonomous weapons systems is 
their potential to engage in armed conflict with reduced risk of physical harm to military personnel. 
However, for some, lethal autonomous weapons systems (LAWS) cross red lines, for example by 
failing to respect human dignity.28 As discussed in section 2.2.6, AI systems do not know what death 
or war is, and have no understanding of why such concepts matter. Given the synergies described 
above, it is not possible to entirely isolate the development of offensive, lethal and military AI from 
the development of defensive, nonlethal and civilian AI. As such, whichever element of militarised 
technology are considered unappetising – from disinformation to drones – the development and 
application of civilian AI can be seen as contributing to the evaluation. Recognising this, even if the 
dual use status of AI technology is not considered a problem in itself, it could still violate principles 
of responsible innovation if it is deliberately downplayed as part of a public acceptance strategy. 

3.1.9 Competition: winner takes all? 

One of the transparency challenges identified in section 3.1.2 related to predictions about 
individuals' willingness to pay being used to fix individual prices. These practices can also present 
challenges to competition, but can be difficult to investigate because of imbalanced access to 
algorithms. It is also possible that price-setting algorithms could automatically learn to collude with 
each other to fix prices without the knowledge of the vendors involved. Both personalised pricing 
and automated collusion could be of concern to competition authorities.29  

28 E. Rosert and F. Sauer, Prohibiting autonomous weapons: Put human dignity first, Global Policy, 10: 370-375, 
2019.  

29 See Pricing algorithms: Economic working paper on the use of algorithms to facilitate collusion and 
personalised pricing, Competition & Markets Authority, 2018.  

http://doi.org/10.1111/1758-5899.12691
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/746353/Algorithms_econ_report.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/746353/Algorithms_econ_report.pdf
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Furthermore, the data that drives ML-enabled sectors is often collected by offering users access to 
services in exchange for data and exposure to advertisements. As explained in the context of spam 
detection in section 2.2.6, the more widely a service 
is used, the more data it can collect and use to 
improve ML services for users and advertisers alike. 
These services, in turn, attract more users and the 
cycle of data collection and service development 
continues. In this way, market dominance is, in itself, 
a driver of further market dominance.  

These market distortions also present a major barrier 
to users who consider leaving. Unlike consumers 
who change their internet or electricity provider, 
with minor cost and temporary inconvenience, those 
that change their social media provider lose access to 
the whole network, permanently. This dynamic leads 
to a rather extreme concentration of resources. At 
present, social media service providers have access to substantial information about all of their users, 
significant control over the information that they receive and the choices they have, and even the 
capability to 'nudge' their emotional states. Users, on the other hand, have limited options and few 
alternatives to choose from. This dynamic favours incumbents in the market which may be 
innovative, but can use their dominant position to outcompete or buy-out their competitors, and 
use their global reach to develop more tax efficient strategies.30 

The competitive edge can also be considered on a global scale, which presents some further 
challenges as different global actors seek to influence how AI is developed and deployed. That is 
why global adoption of European values is celebrated (as seen with GDPR), while reliance upon 
imports is controversial (as seen with 5G infrastructure). In the 'global AI race', the EU is often 
positioned as struggling for the bronze medal behind the USA and China. Indeed, while Europe does 
maintain an important role in global AI development, particularly in terms of fundamental research, 
it is widely recognised that the USA and China dominate the frontline of global AI development. This 
is often explained in reference to their higher levels of investment, lower levels of data protection, 
and appetite for application and adoption. However, the 'race' metaphor is limited as it implies a 
definitive finish line that is the same for all participants, whereas AI is a range of technologies that 
actors can deploy in different ways depending on their priorities, contexts and values. Through this 
lens, it is most important to define the right direction and develop at an appropriate speed.  

3.1.10 Distributing costs and benefits 

The costs and benefits of AI are not always evenly distributed. The previous section showed how 
network effects can concentrate the benefits of AI in a small number of successful firms. Section 3.1.5 
showed how ML algorithms learn to reproduce existing patterns of bias and inequality, so the costs 
of AI fall disproportionately on those that are already marginalised. Meanwhile, the benefits of 

30 See M. Szczepański, Is data the new oil? Competition issues in the digital economy, EPRS, European 
Parliament, January 2020.  

Figure 6 – Global market share by company

Sources: W3Counter, GSStatCounter, eMarketer. 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document.html?reference=EPRS_BRI(2020)646117
https://www.w3counter.com/globalstats.php
https://gs.statcounter.com/search-engine-market-share
https://www.emarketer.com/content/global-digital-ad-spending-2019
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services such as face and voice recognition consistently work better for white men than other 
groups.  

The impact of AI on employment is regularly discussed, although much of that debate concerns the 
future of work and, as such, is revered for the section on speculative challenges and opportunities 
(see section 3.2.4). However, the platform economy is one area where AI has already had a major 
impact on employment, with uneven distribution of costs and benefits, whereby a new generation 
of digital mediators facilitate transactions between producers and consumers. Workers depend 
upon the platforms, but have limited access to the data or algorithms that control their activities. 
Furthermore, they often lack the safety nets provided by traditional employers such as regular hours, 
pension schemes, sick pay and family leave. Since platform workers rarely share a physical space to 
get to know their colleagues and are often pitted against each other through competitive rating 
systems, their opportunities and conditions for collective action are limited. Indeed, when they are 
defined as independent workers rather than employees, competition laws against price fixing could 
present a challenge to collective bargaining. Meanwhile, the platforms themselves benefit from 
network effects, with bigger players able to accumulate more data from consumers, workers and 
third parties and use this to consolidate their market position. 

3.1.11 Dangerous overuse 

Knowledge of how AI works can have a demystifying effect, revealing that some fears about AI are 
unfounded, but also that its true capabilities can be overestimated. While the first challenge of 
today's AI was its unnecessary underuse, the last is its damaging overuse.  

One form of such overuse is the application of AI for tasks for which it is not well suited. This includes 
the use of ML for tasks where it does not excel, such as identifying causal relationships and predicting 
individual outcomes in complex social systems, and for those of which they are simply incapable, 
such as substituting for human companionship in a relationship of empathy and trust.31 Overuse also 
includes the application of AI as a 'tech fix' to challenges that require a wider response. While AI may 
have a supporting role in responding to inequality, discrimination and inclusion, it could also distract 
from the need for more substantive social and economic change.  

Another form of overuse is the application of AI for tasks to which it is well suited, but nonetheless 
lead to vulnerabilities. The regular accuracy of decision support tools can invite such levels of 
confidence that humans trust them automatically, perhaps more than their own judgement. As their 
advice is increasingly aligned with final decisions, it becomes harder to justify courses of action that 
contradict the AI. Experiments have shown how such 'automation biases' tempt humans to reverse 
their own correct decisions to align with a system that gives incorrect advice.32 This has the effect of 
elevating the AI's level of autonomy beyond the supporting role for which it was designed. The 
implications go further than individual decisions. As humans rely upon automated tools, they miss 
opportunities to gain experience and refine their skills, both of which are crucial for maintaining 
autonomy and the capability to effectively supervise AI. This type of overuse has been cited as a 
major factor in several aircraft crashes. Some overuse of AI might be explained with reference to 

31 See R. Sparrow, The march of the robot dogs, Ethics and Information Technology 4, p305–318, 2002.  

32 K. Goddard, A. Roudsari and J. Wyatt, Automation bias: a systematic review of frequency, effect mediators, 
and mitigators, Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association, 19 (1) p121–127, 2012.  

https://doi.org/10.1023/A:1021386708994
https://doi.org/10.1136/amiajnl-2011-000089
https://doi.org/10.1136/amiajnl-2011-000089
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another bias, that is, 'bias to action', manifested as a preference for the application of available 
technologies despite better outcomes being achieved by simply not applying them. 

3.2 Speculative opportunities and challenges 
The final part of the previous chapter reviewed some speculative AI futures including self-explaining, 
context-sensitive, robotic, and quantum AI. The final part of this chapter presents some of the most 
salient opportunities and challenges that these futures present.  

3.2.1 The role of utopian and dystopian scenarios 

Future AI scenarios have been criticised as being too pessimistic and dystopian, although they are 
often unrealistically optimistic and utopian. For every premonition that AI will enslave humanity, 
there is a promise that it will liberate people from the need to work while taking care of our health 
and happiness. If the former is an unrealistic scare story, the latter is an unrealistic marketing story. 

By generating hype and dominating attention, dramatic visions of future AI can have a 
disproportionate influence on public opinion and present a challenge in managing public 
expectations. However, they can also play a beneficial role. First, even if there is only a very small 
chance of them occurring, their potential impacts are so serious that they demand at least some 
reflection and preparation. Second, in extrapolating the challenges of today's AI through the 
occasionally dramatic lens of our hopes and fears, they provide an opportunity for broad reflection 
upon what we want from the technology. 

3.2.2 Winter 

Utopian and dystopian scenarios appear in opposition, but they share a foundation in the idea that 
AI will have a substantial impact on society. Their true opposite is a vision of AI fading into obscurity 
with little impact on society. This spectre also haunts AI in the form of an 'AI winter', a period in which 
interest in AI is substantially reduced, accompanied by stagnation in investment, development and 
application. The AI sector has experienced such winters before, in the 1970s and 1990s following 
periods of reduced enthusiasm in the symbolic AI paradigm that dominated the field at that time, 
until the resurgence of AI under the ML paradigm in the late 2000s. Some are concerned that the 
current 'AI summer' is merely the zenith of a hype cycle which could also descend to its nadir. This 
scenario is often positioned as the consequence of deploying utopian and dystopian visions which 
spread disappointment and fear. Others potential causes of a speculative winter have been 
identified in negative impacts such as unemployment and inequality, technical limits to processing 
capacity, and regulatory limits to the extraction and use of data. 

3.2.3 Runaway artificial intelligence 

One of the most commonly cited speculative challenges of AI is that it could take control of its own 
development, escape human control and constantly develop itself with disastrous consequences. 
There are several variants of this vision. In some, the AI develops its own values and aims, 
transcending those set by its human creators, and hides its true intentions and capabilities from 
humanity until they are ready to implement them successfully. Indeed, since humans are considered 
intelligent enough to form and pursue their own objectives, a true AGI or ASI should be able to do 
the same. In others, the AI sticks to the objectives set by its human creators, but with a level of 
capability, autonomy and determination that innocent but carelessly defined tasks such as 'create 
paperclips' could lead to disastrous outcomes such as enslaving humanity in paperclip factories or 
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transforming all earthly matter into stationery.33 Either way, future AI's power and autonomy is 
presented as an existential threat to humanity. Today's AI presents no such risks, yet utopian visions 
of runaway AI are conspicuous by their absence. They face the same technical barriers as the 
dystopian variants but also require an optimistic view of the impacts of such a powerful technology, 
which appears beyond most people's imagination. 

3.2.4 Job losses or making employment obsolete? 

Job disruption is a common speculative impact of future AI.34 In pessimistic visions, human workers 
are replaced by agents that do not take holidays, join unions or even draw salaries. This leads to more 
unequal societies as those who can perform valuable tasks or have a stake in the means of 
production grow wealthy while the rest face unemployment and poverty. Unlike previous waves of 
automation, workers lose their role in the production system and, with it, their negotiating position, 
leading to the emergence of an irrelevant underclass.35 For the optimists, this job obsolescence is 
not a problem if the very concept of employment is also made obsolete. It has been suggested that 
future AI could take over almost all jobs, allowing us to build a 'Digital Athens', in which robots take 
the unenviable role of slaves, liberating people to occupy themselves exclusively with interpersonal, 
creative, leisure and sporting activities. Some might choose to work, for satisfaction or additional 
payment, perhaps in technology development or roles where human contact is central, such as 
providing social care. These two visions appear to be in opposition, but have also been combined 
into a single vision in which a few countries profit from AI development and provide for their citizens, 
while others fall behind, leading to pockets of extreme wealth and extreme poverty in different parts 
of the world.36 These scenarios are deliberately provocative, compelling us to reflect upon the 
impacts of future AI in ways that have strong parallels with the impacts of today's AI, as presented in 
section 3.1.10. It seems likely that AI will affect workers from different sectors in different ways, 
depending upon their skills, sector, location, and ability to retrain. 

3.2.5 Challenging human autonomy 

Underestimating or overestimating the capability of future AI agents could be dangerous. However, 
assuming the development of highly capable future AI, accurate recognition of its true capabilities 
could also present a threat to human autonomy. For example, if we develop an AGI and we know 
that it makes better decisions than us, we could come to rely on it entirely for all of our decisions, 
effectively eroding human autonomy. In this sense, machine and human autonomy might be seen 
as a zero-sum game with higher quality decision support paradoxically leading to weaker human 
decision-making agency. The question of who follows the instructions – people or machines – is a 
new take on age-old questions of knowledge and power that remain unanswered with today's AI 
and may take on new forms with tomorrow's AI.37 

33 O. Häggström, in Chapter 5 of Remarks on artificial intelligence and rational optimism, EPRS, European 
Parliament, 2018.  

34 P. Boucher, What if artificial intelligence made work obsolete?, EPRS, European Parliament, March 2020.  

35 See Y. N. Harari, 21 Lessons for the 21st Century, Jonathan Cape, 2018. 

36 See K. Lee, AI Superpowers: China, silicon valley, and the new world order, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2019. 

37 See S. Zuboff, The age of surveillance capitalism: The fight for a human future at the new frontier of power, Profile, 
2019. 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document.html?reference=EPRS_IDA(2018)614547
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document.html?reference=EPRS_ATA(2020)641537
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3.2.6 Artificial emotions, consciousness and free will 

If a future AGI was equivalent to a human mind, then we might expect it to have artificial equivalents 
to human emotions, consciousness and free will. While individuals tend to assume that other 
humans have these properties, today's AI clearly lacks all three. Consciousness is principally 
associated with awareness and experience of the self as well as the wider environment, so a future 
AI consciousness would need awareness of itself, what it is doing, and why. Similarly, while today's 
AI can sometimes implement their own decisions, they would need to step outside the paradigm of 
coded instructions to achieve a level of autonomy that corresponds to human free will. Emotional AI 
claims to reliably identify human emotions and interact with users in ways that express certain 
sentiments, but these functions do not correspond to genuine empathy or feeling.  

Emotions, consciousness and free will have been studied and debated for millennia with fascinating 
yet incomplete accounts of what they are, what it means to really possess them, and how we can be 
sure that others have them. Nonetheless, our explicit and implicit assumptions about them underpin 
our lives in profound ways. Our justice system, for example, is predicated on the notion that we make 
choices freely and, as such, can be held responsible for our actions. Similarly, the idea that other 
humans are conscious beings capable of suffering (rather than being automata or hallucinations), 
leads us to demand the protection of other people's rights. While conscious, emotional AI with free 
will is perhaps the most distant of all speculative AI futures, any development in that direction – for 
example through brain emulation or simulated evolution – would raise several ethical issues 
including the possibility of AI agent’s potential for suffering or entitlement to  rights. 
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4. What can we do about it?

This chapter sets out several options that could be mobilised in response to the opportunities and 
challenges that were set out in the previous chapter. The first section includes policy options that 
shape the regulatory and economic context in which AI is developed and applied, the second 
highlights options for the development and application of AI, and the third focuses on social and 
ethical options which target the relationship between AI and society, taking account of social values, 
structures and processes. Each section contains seven themes with several measures each, with over 
100 measures in total. They are not presented as a consolidated set of recommendations but, rather, 
to highlight the wide range of options for action that could be adapted and applied to specific AI 
developments. 

4.1 Regulatory and economic options 
It is often suggested that technologies such as AI should not be regulated, as it could hamper 
innovation. However, technology policy is often used to support innovation and, whether policy 
measures are taken or avoided, this should be as a deliberate and informed strategic choice to 
achieve a specific objective, rather than received wisdom.38 At the European Parliament, several 
committees including on Culture & Education (CULT), Internal Market and Consumer Protection 
(IMCO), Industry, Research and Energy (ITRE), Legal Affairs (JURI) and Civil Liberties, Justice & Home 
Affairs (LIBE), as well as the STOA Panel, are active on AI. The Commission has set up a High-Level 
Expert Group, and is, at the time of publication, gathering responses to its recent white paper. 
Indeed, most governments, agencies and international organisations are reflecting upon their 
position and potential responses to AI development. While these provide some overlap, each focus 
on the elements that are most relevant to their mission and membership, and contribute to a 
flourishing global debate. 

The prevailing regulatory and economic context both constrains and enables certain forms of AI 
development. The policy context includes primary law such as the Charter of Fundamental Rights of 
the European Union and secondary law such as the GDPR and Police Directive. Looking forward, the 
Commission work programme promises legislation for a coordinated European approach on the 
human and ethical implications of AI, with a proposal anticipated in late 2020. Turning to the 
economic context, the European case is often contrasted with the US model, as it has a more 
fragmented market and lower levels of venture capital. Both factors could limit the potential of small 
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to scale-up their activities. Looking forward, the Commission 
has promised substantial investment in AI as well as completion of the digital single market (DSM) 
and new initiatives on taxation. 

The following sections set out several specific options for further shaping the regulatory and 
economic context of AI development. However, there are also more abstract policy debates about 
the broad regulatory approach. This includes questions as to whether to have regulation that 
specifically targets AI, or to regulate it by applying and updating tech-neutral mechanisms, such as 
directives that apply to all products and services. Similarly, there are institutional debates about 
whether to set up dedicated committees and agencies for AI, or to make use those that already exist. 

38 The EU Better Regulation Guidelines require several options to be examined, including a baseline of doing 
nothing. 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-making-process/planning-and-proposing-law/better-regulation-why-and-how/better-regulation-guidelines-and-toolbox_en
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Another broad question concerns where to regulate, e.g. at Member State level, EU level, through 
other institutions such as the OECD and UN, or through self-regulation by actors in the AI sector. 
There are advantages and disadvantages to each approach, and a balance needs to be found by 
looking at specific challenges as well as the broader picture. 

4.1.1 Create a supportive economic and policy context 

The economic and regulatory environment could further support AI by reducing market 
fragmentation while improving consumer confidence and further supporting SMEs, start-ups and 
the research community. Several measures could contribute to this. 

• Complete the digital single market. The DSM is a policy strategy to remove trade barriers for 
digital products and services across the EU. While the strategy has come a long way, it will remain 
incomplete until cross-border digital transactions are as straightforward as their domestic
equivalents.39 This is particularly important for AI applications in sectors such as transport, which
need to cross borders seamlessly, and health, which require large amounts of good quality data 
that respects patients' dignity and privacy. Advancing the DSM in these areas may require the
definition of standards for data storage, interoperability and transfer, or at least substantial
increases in cooperation and coordination between Member States. The completion of the DSM 
could provide substantial benefits, although non-digital barriers to market defragmentation 
may also need to be tackled, as relatively few consumers and businesses engage in the cross-
border transactions that are already available to them.40 In the meantime, the forthcoming
'common European data spaces' will provide a system for firms to share some strategic data.41

To succeed, the spaces need to offer value to incumbents as well as smaller firms and new
operators.

• Develop infrastructure. Data infrastructures are crucial for ensuring the availability of high-
quality data. Data trusts could help in this regard (see section 4.2.2) However, the accuracy and 
granularity of data is limited by the quality, width and depth of digital reach in terms of
infrastructure. In this context, the development and roll-out of 5G, the internet of things (IoT),
cloud computing and high-performance computing become key conditions for medium-term 
AI development.

• Encourage capital investment. The EU provides direct financial support for digital
infrastructure and AI research and innovation projects and aims to stimulate a total European 
investment of €20 billion per year through the 2020s. The support could help to strengthen
structures such as the European Innovation Council and others that promote investment in high-
risk, high-return projects. 

• Support SME uptake. Smaller firms with limited capacity may not fully appreciate the
opportunities that AI presents for their business, or lack the confidence to take advantage of
them. Supporting SMEs to enter the AI market – as producers, users or both – could provide a
substantial boost to European AI. Digital innovation hubs already provide expertise and advice 

39 See Contribution to growth: The European Digital Single Market. Delivering economic benefits for citizens 
and businesses, Policy Department for Economic, Scientific and Quality of Life Policies, European Parliament, 
2019.  

40 Regularly updated figures can be found at E-commerce statistics, Eurostat.  

41 See Communication on a European strategy for data COM(2020) 66, February 2020.  

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document.html?reference=IPOL_STU(2019)631044
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document.html?reference=IPOL_STU(2019)631044
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/E-commerce_statistics
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=COM:2020:66:FIN
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to SMEs and other firms, to help them to take full advantage of digital opportunities. The AI4EU 
consortium was established specifically to support AI development, adoption and collaboration. 
These initiatives provide a good starting point, and could be complemented by information 
campaigns, site visits, business mentoring and other schemes targeting SMEs. 

• Articulate a development path. For many successful AI firms in Europe, a prominent vision of 
future success is to be bought-out by a larger firm, often from the USA, as for example with
DeepMind which was bought by Google in 2014. European AI could benefit from a reversal of
this trend but, to do so, firms need the resources and confidence to develop, scale-up and
mature. Alongside measures discussed elsewhere to improve access to resources – notably
capital, data and skills – it could help to articulate an alternative to the buy-out vision. One
approach could be to celebrate champions and to assure champions-in-waiting that support will 
be provided at all stages of development. Individual measures or complete programmes could 
be mobilised to support maturity, provided by a specialist consortium or elite innovation hub. 
Targeted public procurement and investment support could also play a role in helping European 
start-ups to mature and deliver projects with social value.

• Adopt an ambitious vision. Incremental developments with minor benefits for certain sectors 
may distract attention from more ambitious opportunities for greater disruption that could
make a serious contribution to grand challenges. For example, if self-driving cars liberate drivers 
from the steering wheel without substantially disrupting the model, this could represent an
immense missed opportunity for implementing a new generation of mobility services that offer 
shared door-to-door public transport while reducing the environment, health and mobility
burdens associated with privately-owned single-occupant vehicles. 

• Foster mission-oriented innovation. Achieving such ambitious visions will require not only AI
development, but also substantial coordinated effort in multiple sectors and domains, and could 
be targeted through mission-oriented innovation. These approaches – exemplified by the Apollo
programme and contemporary varieties such as the European Organisation for Nuclear Research 
(CERN) and the Human Brain Project – combine ambitious concrete challenges with elements of 
'blue sky' exploratory research. The specific missions should be bold and widely relevant;
targeted and measurable; ambitious but realistic; cross disciplinary and sectoral; and include
multiple bottom-up solutions. The implementation plan can deploy a wide range of instruments 
– prizes, funding, public procurement and nonfinancial support – and would need to recognise 
the specificities of the innovation ecosystem that is relevant to the mission.42

• Create innovation spaces or 'sandboxes'. Several potentially beneficial applications –
including ambitious AI mobility paradigms – lack the crucial proof of concept under real-world
conditions, or require regulatory change that governments are not ready to apply. Without
abandoning a precautionary approach, it may be possible to designate time- and space-limited
areas for experimenting, testing and finessing specific AI applications that carry some risk but 
also have high potential for public good. Through a coordinated pan-European approach, it
might be possible to align the spaces with mission-oriented innovation while pooling resources, 
sharing expertise, distributing costs and multiplying the beneficial insights across the partners.

• Create quality labels and standards. Labelling schemes can be used to build consumer trust 
and develop a brand for certain types of products. They could indicate that a product complies 
with EU regulations, like the CE label, or add further voluntary conditions. Existing open source

42 M. Mazzucato, Mission-oriented research & innovation in the European Union: A problem-solving approach 
to fuel innovation-led growth, European Commission, 2018.  

https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/5b2811d1-16be-11e8-9253-01aa75ed71a1/language-en
https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/5b2811d1-16be-11e8-9253-01aa75ed71a1/language-en
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and creative commons licences already provide a form of label for software and content. 
Specialist labels could be designed to designate European AI, that have been independently 
audited, that are open for scrutiny by researchers and journalists, or that are certified to comply 
with specific ethics guidelines. To be effective, such labels need to be understood, trusted and 
used by consumers to inform their choices. Public authorities could take a lead by embedding 
labels in their procurement rules and conditions for access to support. 

• Engage and lead global initiatives. While regulatory diversity can be productive and
appropriate, wider coordination beyond the EU could, in many cases, be beneficial. This could
be achieved by engaging and supporting wider initiatives such as the OECD work on digital taxes 
and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)'s activities on ethically aligned
design. Where such initiatives are inappropriate or ineffective, the EU can lead the way, as seen 
when global platforms introduced GDPR compliant features not only for their EU users, but for 
all users worldwide. The EU could also introduce minimum standards or participation in
multilateral initiatives as conditions for entering trade deals or benefitting from technology
transfer programmes. However, if this approach is pushed too far or conditions are too
burdensome, the problems could be exacerbated as development is pushed underground. 

• Think local. Just as the GDPR showed how EU policy can lead the way for global action, national 
and even local regulations could help raise standards in wider jurisdictions. This is both because 
they can set an example and show what can be possible, but also because companies that want 
to offer universal products and services need to meet the most stringent standards in the market. 

• Amend and interpret existing law. The Commission's regulatory fitness and performance
programme evaluates the continued suitability of European legislation in light of changing
contexts such as AI. They consider the relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, coherence and added 
value of the legislation, which can be subject to reopening and amendment procedures. 43

Policies targeting technology, such as the GDPR and Copyright Directive, are often 'tech neutral', 
and require guidance on how they should be interpreted in the context of specific technologies 
such as deepfakes and facial recognition.

4.1.2 Promote more competitive ecosystems 

As discussed in section 3.1.9, the collection and use of data rewards incumbents while 
simultaneously increasing barriers to new entrants. Counteracting this trend through a range of pro-
competition measures could help ensure a healthy ecosystem of firms providing and using AI 
products and services. 

• Enable consumer choice. At present, users of social media platforms have little choice. If they
want to change provider, they can close their account and lose access to the data and contacts 
there, and start again with a new platform which might not offer the same network. It might be
possible to use the European strategy for data to build upon existing rights to machine readable 
data and develop open source standards for interoperable data and platforms, enabling the
emergence of an ecosystem of services with more choice for users.44

43 In the context of AI development, see recent evaluations of the Product Liability Directive COM(2018) 246 
and Machinery Directive SWD(2018) 160, European Commission, 2018. 

44 This idea is explored in P. Boucher, What if social media were open and connected?, EPRS, European 
Parliament, 2018.  

https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/1/2018/EN/COM-2018-246-F1-EN-MAIN-PART-1.PDF
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regdoc/rep/10102/2018/EN/SWD-2018-160-F1-EN-MAIN-PART-1.PDF
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document.html?reference=EPRS_ATA(2018)614559
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• Enhance consumer power. Measures to empower consumers to seek compensation for
damages are set out in section 4.1.6 on liability. Further consumer empowerment could help to 
ensure that citizens' rights are respected even where the resulting damage is too minor or trivial
to warrant compensation. For example, continued deliberate breaches of the GDPR that affect 
many people could result in compensation even in the absence of serious damage.

• Enable data sharing. It has been suggested that market rules have not responded to the
changing reality, in particular regarding data sharing. In response, the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) has advocated a clarification of the distribution of economic benefits of data, greater 
control for users and mandatory data sharing to weaken the position of incumbents while
ensuring security and reducing fragmentation across international data markets.45

• Counteract anticompetitive effects. Because of the network effects described in section 3.1.9,
incumbent firms have a major and multiplying market advantage. Measures to counteract these 
could include ensuring effective taxation of international firms, enabling greater consumer
choice, and promoting data sharing. Authorities could develop their tools and capacity to detect 
and respond to market distortions such as automated collusion resulting from algorithmic price 
setting.

4.1.3 Improve the distribution of benefits and risks 

Social inequality is a wider problem than AI but, as discussed in sections 3.1.9 and 3.1.10, the 
technology could concentrate profits for some while creating acute risks for others. Measures could 
be taken to support AI development that does not contribute to existing inequalities and, where 
possible, actively reverses them. 

• Develop tech taxes. Despite the name, proposals for 'tech taxes' or 'GAFA taxes'46 do not usually
include new taxes specifically for AI systems or other technologies. Rather, they refer to adjusting 
the existing global tax system to ensure it is fit for purpose in the digital age. This is considered 
necessary because of certain features of AI and other digital products and services which make 
it unclear where the value is generated (e.g. in the country where the users, servers, developers, 
sales department or company headquarters are based). At present, the OECD is leading
discussions on a global response to these issues although, if these do not yield results, EU activity 
could follow.

• Redistribute value generated by AI. Where AI and other digital products and services lead to
increased inequality and concentration of wealth, other forms of targeted taxation may be
considered. This could include new taxes specifically for AI-driven value generation, or more
general approaches such as wealth taxes. The revenues could be distributed through existing
social security systems, through innovative mechanisms such as universal basic income (UBI), or 
invested in measures to improve infrastructure, education, social mobility, non-discrimination 
and workers' conditions as part of a longer-term strategy for equality in the digital age.47

45 See M. Szczepański, Is data the new oil? Competition issues in the digital economy, EPRS, European 
Parliament, January 2020.  

46 Referring to Google, Apple, Facebook and Amazon, considered archetypal examples of internationally 
dominant firms with highly efficient tax strategies. 

47 See Overcoming inequalities: investing in a more sustainable Europe, European Economic and Social 
Committee, 2018.  

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document.html?reference=EPRS_BRI(2020)646117
https://www.eesc.europa.eu/en/agenda/our-events/events/civil-society-reunaissance/conclusions/table-3-overcoming-inequalities-investing-more-sustainable-europe
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• Protect platform workers. AI is closely linked to many sectors of the 'platform economy' which,
as discussed in section 3.1.10, has blurred the lines between employees and independent
workers with platforms maintaining substantial control over the data and algorithms that define 
the workers' activities. The sector shows how the costs and benefits of AI can be unevenly shared. 
Measures ensuring a more equitable distribution of costs and benefits for platform workers
could include empowering guilds and unions to represent and protect them, and to negotiate
for greater social protection on their behalf. It could help to clarify how price fixing rules apply 
to independent workers, or how workers are defined as independent. 

• Adapt intellectual property (IP) law. Elements of IP law, such as patents, are designed to
incentivise and protect innovators by granting them time-limited monopolies as a reward for
developing and publishing their creations. However, in the context of AI, this might not strike
the right balance between incentivising innovation while mobilising it for social good.
Adjustments could include integrating elements of open source or some form of licencing within 
patents to ensure that tools are available to regions and initiatives that otherwise could not
afford them. Other areas of IP law such as trade secrets also present transparency challenges and 
could be re-examined in the context of liability and auditing of AI systems.

• Recognise the full value of users' data. As ML algorithms can only be developed through the 
use of users' data, it can be argued that the value of this data is not limited to the one-off use
during the training process, but is multiplied every time the resulting algorithm is used. Without 
their data, the algorithm would not be the same so, in this sense, users contribute to the IP of the 
algorithm itself. While users are already entitled to withdraw consent for firms to use their data, 
they may come to expect the right to remove their data's contribution to algorithms, or to
demand a share in the profits generated by their use.

4.1.4 Build resilience against a range of problematic outcomes 

Developing general forms of system resilience could help ensure a more agile response to a range 
of potential challenges. These challenges might be similar to those associated with today's 
technology, such as cyberattacks and system outages, or could take a new shape, such as the 
speculative challenges described in section 3.2. Measures to promote resilience could also provide 
the auxiliary benefit of reassuring concerned citizens that precautionary measures are being taken 
alongside support for further development. 

• Assert the precautionary principle. The precautionary principle is an approach to risk
management which restricts specific (not general) developments that present serious risks, even 
if the precise details of these risks are not clearly established. It effectively replaces the burden 
of proof of danger with a burden of proof of the absence of danger. Its application with regards 
to environmental harm is already a feature of primary EU law, although a wider interpretation is 
commonly asserted.48 In the context of AI, it could be applied to applications that may be
considered 'dangerous until proven safe', such as the use of autonomous vehicles in crowded
areas.

• Apply impact assessment. Impact assessments are now required before the implementation of 
all kinds of initiatives with potentially disruptive effects, from building works to policies.
Independent assessments of specific AI applications' social, environmental, economic, health
and other impacts – including any distributional effects – could be demanded before they can

48 See the European Commission communication on the precautionary principle, COM 2000/0001.  

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex:52000DC0001
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be used in the public sector, or of applications with a high potential footprint. The impact 
assessment methodology could be designed to include elements relevant to values that are 
considered particularly important for AI, such as privacy and human dignity. Advancing this 
practice in the context of algorithms could help to shift the focus of development and 
application from efficiency gains to more direct social value. 

• Control the pace of application and development. While slower innovation is often
considered an unintended side-effect of regulation, there could be a case for deliberately
limiting the application or development of some AI. Controlling the pace of application of
current AI, for example, could be part of an 'innovation spaces' approach for testing and
examining high risk applications. Controlling the pace of development of new AI capabilities
could involve limiting research to incremental advances and ensuring there is time for public
and expert evaluation of whether they cross boundaries of acceptability or create new dangers. 
Arguments to control the pace of development have also been articulated in the context of
runaway superintelligence, as it might be easier to manage a 'slow take-off' than a rapid
exponential increase in the capability.49

• Collaborate internationally. International research collaboration and policy dialogue on
potentially sensitive areas such as artificial consciousness and self-improving AI would help
ensure that the relationships between key actors are in place should there be need for a
coordinated response to emerging challenges. Although research mechanisms already provide 
substantial collaboration within the EU, this could include more global state and private actors.

• Pursue strategic technological sovereignty. As it is considered a key enabler of the IoT – which
promises to multiply the collection of data to support further AI development and deployment, 
particularly in transport and industrial settings – 5G is particularly relevant to AI. However, while 
reliance upon foreign suppliers may be the fastest and cheapest approach to roll out 5G, this
could introduce new strategic and security vulnerabilities. Insisting on domestic suppliers of
technology products and services would usually be described as protectionism, but such policies 
are enjoying something of a renaissance in the form of strategic technological sovereignty.

• Establish (temporary) moratoriums. Taking innovation restrictions further, some
developments or applications might be banned, either permanently or until their effects are
better understood. For example, temporary moratoriums on facial recognition technologies in
public spaces were discussed in advance of the 2020 European Commission white paper on AI, 
and permanent moratoriums on autonomous lethal weapons are being hosted by the UN in the 
context of the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons.50 While establishing and enforcing
bans within a specific jurisdiction may be relatively straightforward, international moratoria are 
fraught with diplomatic and geopolitical difficulties. Where limits are too strong, some actors 
might be tempted to 'go underground' in pursuit of technology development. Once risky
applications are available to large numbers of people, as seen with deepfakes, such approaches 
may be ineffective and alternative responses will be necessary.

49 See N. Bostrom, Superintelligence: Paths, dangers, strategies, Oxford University Press, 2014. 

50 See also the resolution of 12 September 2018 on autonomous weapons systems, European Parliament.  

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-8-2018-0341_EN.html
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4.1.5 Enhance transparency and accountability 

Many AI-based products and services are deployed via business models from the 'move fast and 
break things' and 'better ask forgiveness than permission' approach to legal compliance.51 Ensuring 
the accountability of actors involved in AI development and application requires a certain level of 
transparency. Several transparency challenges associated with current AI were presented in 
section 3.1.2. These include the explainability of algorithms, opacity as a commercial strategy, and 
uncertainty about whether we are interacting with humans or AI. Here, a range of policy measures 
are presented, while section 4.2.2 sets out several potential technical responses to the same 
challenges. 

• Right to know. Consumers could be granted the right to know the extent to which their
products and services are produced and delivered by humans and AI. This includes knowing
whether they are subject to algorithmic decision-making or are interacting with an AI agent, as
well as whether tools that are advertised as being AI-powered are actually performed to a greater 
or lesser extent by remote human labour.

• Insist upon human review. Mechanisms could be introduced to ensure the possibility for
human review and, potentially, the reversal of decisions made by algorithms.52

• Demand a physical presence. Digital firms of a certain size or activity could be obliged to
maintain a physical presence in their markets, providing a point of contact for authorities and 
empowered consumers alike. To ensure the presence of accountable parties, platforms and
mediators that enable consumers to access products and services from third parties that do not 
have such a presence could do so under the condition that they take on the responsibilities and 
liabilities of these parties.

• Mandatory audits. As learned through the car emission testing scandal, final product testing 
under user conditions is not always enough to verify compliance. Testing sometimes needs
access to the inner workings of the system. Measures could be introduced for authorities to
impose mandatory detailed audits of algorithms and data systems to verify compliance with
legal requirements and user agreements. These could be imposed on firms or platforms
suspected of noncompliance, or applied to all (or a selection of) algorithms for high risk
applications. Softer measures could include requiring agreement to such audits as a condition 
for access to public data.

• Public records. Compiling and maintaining public records could respond to several challenges. 
The availability of public records regarding AI agents operating in specific high-risk application 
areas, as well as the actor responsible for them, could help respond to accountability and liability 
concerns. Similarly, in response to concerns about the challenges associated with personalised 
content, repositories of price offers, news, advertisements and political campaigns could be
made accessible to all, alongside details of how their recipients were identified.

• Protect whistleblowers. Digital surveillance methods make it increasingly difficult to protect
whistleblowers and journalistic sources. Greater protection of whistleblowers and new methods 
of anonymous reporting could help to reveal illegal or unethical use of data and algorithms.

51 P. Nemitz, Constitutional democracy and technology in the age of artificial intelligence, Philosophical 
Transactions of the Royal Society, 2018.  

52 As argued in the resolution of 12 February 2020 on automated decision-making processes: ensuring 
consumer protection and free movement of goods and services, European Parliament.  

https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rsta.2018.0089
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2020-0032_EN.html
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• Enhance and enforce consumer control. Several policy measures such as the GDPR already
empower users with greater control over their data. This could be further enhanced through 
measures to give users greater control, including transparency about how their data is used to 
train algorithms and how algorithms are used to process data and make decisions. Consumers 
of AI products should be protected from false advertising. Further measures could support 
consumers in exercising these rights, including mechanisms for recourse such as compensation 
for the misuse of data or products that do not deliver on their promises.

4.1.6 Update mechanisms for ensuring liability 

Safety rules are the primary means of protecting consumers from economic or physical damage 
caused by faulty or dangerous products. When they fail to achieve their task, liability rules enable 
consumers to be compensated by the responsible party or an insurance scheme. AI products and 
services are no different but, for several reasons – including their complexity, opacity, autonomy and 
learning features – it can be difficult to prove fault and establish liability. The specific challenges of 
AI may also make it more important to look beyond physical damage to mental and moral damage. 
Having reliable liability mechanisms could help support a flourishing AI market, both by inspiring 
consumer confidence and ensuring better quality data. The European Commission's Expert Group 
on Liability and New Technologies 53 advised that the liability rules remain broadly fit for purpose, 
but also set out several policy options: 

• Identify operators. For many products, the operator is clearly identifiable. However, the users 
of AI products might in some cases have less control over its operation than other parties such 
as service providers. This should be taken into account in identifying operators.

• Make operators liable. Operators of high-risk AI tools could be subject to strict liability – that is,
held responsible for damages resulting from their use even if no specific fault or criminal intent
is identified, while operators of lower risk technologies remain responsible for the proper
selection, operation, monitoring and maintenance of the technology. Whether risk is considered 
high or low could be determined by the severity and public reach of the risk. Responsibility for 
damage could be maintained regardless of how much autonomy is delegated to the AI.

• Maintain responsibility for latent defects. Manufacturers could be held responsible for
damage caused by defects even where these defects result from changes to the product that 
were within their control but took place after the item was put on the market.

• Insurance and compensation schemes. High-risk AI applications could be subject to
mandatory insurance, much like private car ownership. Alongside this, compensation funds
could be set up to compensate for damages that cannot be satisfied, for example because it was
not possible to identify the party or technology responsible for damage. The financing of such a
scheme would need to be defined, but it could provide a mechanism for satisfying many, if not
most, claims.

• Secure data. To support the identification of faults, developers could be obliged to ensure that 
accessible logs of algorithmic activity are maintained securely. Failure to embed such
functionality could create automatic liabilities for the producer. Under some conditions, the
destruction of users' data could be regarded as damage and subject to compensation. 

53 See Expert Group on Liability and New Technologies – New Technologies Formation, Liability for artificial 
intelligence and other emerging digital technologies, European Commission, 2019.  

https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/dae/document.cfm?doc_id=63199
https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/dae/document.cfm?doc_id=63199
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• (Do not) make AI agents liable. The creation of direct legal liability for AI agents or robots has 
been suggested. This is sometimes described as 'legal personhood', but in the sense of
contractual and tort liability, not rights. However, a party would still need to provide these agents 
with resources for compensation and, if they are insufficient, victims might pursue the same
party for the remainder. As such, the approach does not resolve the issue of allocating liability, 
and it may also be unsatisfactory from a justice perspective. As such, the Expert Group
recommended that liability should be attributed to existing persons or bodies.

4.1.7 Develop governance capacity 

Public authorities and political institutions at all scales need enough expertise and capacity to 
respond effectively to governance challenges raised by AI. Minimally, they need sufficient 
understanding to make informed choices. However, some measures – such as auditing algorithms 
to increase transparency – could require substantial technical skills and resources. There are several 
options for enhancing this capacity. 

• Ombudsperson and reporting mechanisms. An AI or digital ombudsperson could be
established, empowered to audit and investigate illegal and inappropriate use of technology in 
the public and private sector. Similarly, a centralised mechanism for reporting and recording 
complaints – for example about deepfakes, problematic personalised content or unfair decision-
making – could support greater understanding of the challenges as well as the formulation of
solutions. New roles and procedures such as these could be created within existing structures, 
or by setting up new bodies.

• Existing committees and agencies. One option is to embed AI capacity across existing
institutions and agencies. This is the current approach, as AI activities at the European Parliament 
span several committees including CULT, IMCO, ITRE, JURI and LIBE. Similarly, AI capacity has
been introduced across several European Commission Directorate-Generals, including
CONNECT, GROW and JUST. Furthermore, several EU agencies also have AI-relevant mandates, 
including the EU Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA), EU Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA), 
European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions (EUROFOUND –
employment) and EU Agency for Law Enforcement Cooperation (Europol – policing), as well as 
the European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS). As such, there is substantial targeted AI
capacity across the EU institutions and agencies and, while there are forums for interinstitutional 
dialogue, there is no single body with overarching capacity or competence.

• Dedicated institutions. At the time of publication, the European Parliament is setting up a
special committee on artificial intelligence in a digital age, with a 12 month term of office.54 Two
European Parliament resolutions have called for the creation of a dedicated EU agency to ensure
the capacity to monitor and respond to AI development.55 The European Commission has stated

54 See decision of 18 June 2020 on setting up a special committee on artificial intelligence in a digital age, and 
defining its responsibilities, numerical strength and term of office, European Parliament. 
55 'Civil law rules on robotics' called for an agency for robotics and AI and 'A comprehensive European industrial 
policy on artificial intelligence and robotics' called for an agency for algorithmic decision-making. See 
resolution of 16 February 2017 with recommendations to the Commission on Civil Law Rules on Robotics and 
resolution of 12 February 2019 on a comprehensive European industrial policy on artificial intelligence and 
robotics, European Parliament. 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2020-0162_EN.html
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-8-2017-0051_EN.html
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-8-2019-0081_EN.html
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that it does not consider a new agency to be necessary, citing existing instruments, dialogues, 
strategies and resources. However, if options such as algorithmic auditing, reporting systems 
and public records are adopted, or specific expertise is required to define whether a given 
application is high risk (a status which could change the applicable liability rules), an agency 
charged with these tasks could become increasingly attractive. At an international level, 
governance capacity could be supported through new dedicated institutions, for instance, an 
'IPCC for AI'.56 While such dedicated institutions could allow for a more comprehensive approach 
to AI policy, they would not replace the targeted competences of others (in industrial strategy, 
fundamental rights, etc.), nor the need for substantial dialogue and broad coordination with 
those bodies. 

• Third parties. Governance capacity could also be supported by setting-up and supporting third 
parties to monitor developments, shape debate, and advise on how to respond to emerging
opportunities and challenges. This could be achieved through observatories or, less formally, 
through a range of individual projects.

• Other public sector capacity. While most public sector bodies might benefit from developing
AI capacity to take advantage of new opportunities, some – such as justice and media – need
some degree of AI capacity in order to continue fulfilling their basic mission in the digital era by
scrutinising and actively responding to AI developments.

4.2 Technology development and application options 

This section presents options that rely principally on the application of technology in response to 
the opportunities and challenges presented by AI. These measures are only partially distanced from 
the policy options described in the previous section, first because enacting them may require soft or 
hard regulation, and second because technology can be 'politics by other means'. 

4.2.1 Technology values 

Technologies script, enable and constrain different behaviours and relationships and, in doing so, 
they promote conformity or deviation from different values. They can shape personal values such as 
how much information we share online, as well as political values such as how far we centralise our 
services and authorities. The values themselves can be embedded unintentionally or deliberately, 
and can be made durable through 'lock-in' effects. Several measures can be taken to shape 
technology values. Ideally, they would be subject to broad debate and implemented with a degree 
of consensus, as discussed in section 4.3.5. 

• Values-by-design. 'By-design' strategies aim to embed desirable qualities in technology from 
the earliest stages of their development. This is considered more elegant and robust than
adapting technologies that are already in use to comply with legal standards or social
expectations that they fail to meet. As such, privacy-by-design refers to orienting the whole
technology development process around ensuring that privacy will be respected throughout 
the technology's lifecycle. This could mean, for example, limiting the potential for deliberate or 
accidental sharing of sensitive data, or guaranteeing the timely deletion of data that is no longer 
needed.

56 See N. Miailhe, AI & Global Governance: Why We Need an Intergovernmental Panel for Artificial Intelligence, 
United Nations University Centre for Policy Research, 2018.  

https://cpr.unu.edu/ai-global-governance-why-we-need-an-intergovernmental-panel-for-artificial-intelligence.html
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• Beware value lock-in. As technologies become embedded within social structures and
practices, they script social activities and become, along with the values they represent,
reference points for normality. Once established, they are difficult to change, as observed for
example with individual car ownership. It is important to pay attention to what kind of activities 
are being normalised by AI and their wider effects. This reflection is beginning to happen with
regards to the free provision of online content and services in exchange for data and targeted 
advertisements. Quicker reflexes have been observed this year on developments such as facial
recognition and could be sharpened through sustained high-quality debate amongst policy-
makers, civil society organisations, industry and experts. 

• Interpret and embed values for AI. There are many proposals for identifying and interpreting 
values for AI. These are explored in section 4.3.2 on ethics frameworks. However, since few
disagree with broad principles such as justice and human dignity, agreeing on general values 
can be straightforward. However, defining what they mean for AI development in concrete terms 
requires their translation into specific priorities and requirements that either restricts some AI
technologies or applications, or shapes how they are implemented from a technical perspective. 
Some major initiatives support this task, including the European Commission's High-Level Expert 
Group on AI, which is testing and piloting 'assessment lists' designed to help developers to
implement guidelines.57 The IEEE is overseeing an initiative to deploy standards, certification
programmes and global consensus-building to ensure AI developers are educated, trained, and 
empowered to build ethical AI, and has published a substantial compendium on how to do so in 
a wide range of contexts, from autonomy to intimacy.58

• Allow for changing values. Values change over time. What is unacceptable now might be
embraced in the future, and values that we work hard to embed in today's AI might be
unpalatable to tomorrow's citizens. While it remains sensible to embed today's values in today's 
AI, this should not hinder future generations from reinventing concepts such as privacy or
autonomy for themselves. As such, alongside values-by-design, 'flexibility-by-design' could help 
ensure that future generations are not tethered to today's values. This could be achieved
through measures to reduce financial and environmental lock-in, such as supporting adaptable
open source software, ensuring the presence of healthy ecosystems of technology companies 
and applications, and using more reusable and recyclable components. Social reflexes on these 
issues could be developed through reflection on the role and impact of technology in society.

4.2.2 Accessible data and algorithms 

As set out in section 3.1.2, today's AI presents a range of transparency challenges including the 
explainability of algorithms, opacity as a commercial strategy and uncertainty about whether we 
interact with humans or AI. Policy measures responding to these challenges were set out in 
section 4.1.5. Here, technology measures are presented that could make data and algorithms more 
accessible to a range of actors, including authorities, users, researchers and developers. 

57 High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence, Trustworthy AI assessment list, European Commission, 
2019.  
58 See the Global Initiative on Ethics of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems, Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers, undated.  

https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/dae/document.cfm?doc_id=60440
https://standards.ieee.org/industry-connections/ec/autonomous-systems.html
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• Comment the code. Software engineers are traditionally trained to add comments to their code 
to explain what each part of the software is doing and how it does it. While some argue that
good code explains itself, good comments (or, where appropriate, separate manuals) will
improve accessibility not only for other developers, but also for auditors and others that may 
need to understand the operation of the algorithm in future.

• Make use of explainability mechanisms. While self-explaining AI remains a speculative
technology, there are some tools for examining how today's ML algorithms make decisions.59

These include assessments of which data inputs are particularly important in shaping algorithms, 
which features are particularly important in shaping their decisions, and what kind of changes 
of input would be required to provoke a change in the algorithm's decision. These tools are not 
particularly user-friendly and are most often used for 'debugging' purposes, although they could 
be used to help developers understand how their algorithms work, for expert auditors to check 
compliance, or for researchers to explore the potential impacts of their application. 

• Support open source and creative commons. Initiatives for accessible data and algorithms
such as open source and creative commons licences can be supported through public
procurement and research funding. They might also benefit from greater protection from
illegitimate use, for example when algorithms or content are taken and used for commercial
purposes without respecting the conditions of their licence.

• Enable portability across platforms. Creating a competitive market for services such as social 
media could give individuals more control over how their data is used and foster more
responsive and accountable practices in the sector. The GDPR gives citizens the right to obtain 
readable, portable copies of data about them that is held by platforms. A further measure could 
be to support open standards and open source development towards the emergence of a new 
generation of interoperable platforms, enabling users to change platforms seamlessly without 
losing access to their contacts or data.60

• Open the APIs. Application programming interfaces (APIs) are the access points that
applications use to engage with larger platforms and systems. More open APIs enable third
parties to access data (e.g. content stored on a social media platform) and produce software (e.g. 
applications that work with a system), while more closed APIs maintain greater control for the
owner of the platform or system. Most APIs have strict access limits and require pre-approval,
even for projects by established researchers and authorities conducting investigations. Some
researchers and public authorities have resorted to 'scraping' content by browsing platforms 
with regular user accounts, although this is against the terms of service and data may be
unlawful, unethical and low quality. Measures to enable greater access for researchers and public 
authorities may be valuable in ensuring that AI development is trustworthy and legal. This could 
be achieved through more open APIs – particularly for researchers, journalists and public
authorities – or through more radical reconfigurations of how data is controlled.

• Set up data trusts. To improve trust and respond to uneven distribution of the benefits and risks 
of sharing data, data trusts could be set up. These are legal and technical structures that enable
large amounts of quality data to be used to develop AI while defending the rights, preferences 

59 See U. Bhatt et al, Explainable machine learning in deployment, Proceedings of the 2020 Conference on 
Fairness, Accountability & Transparency, January 2020.  

60 See P. Boucher, What if social media were open and connected?, EPRS, European Parliament, 2018. 

https://dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/3351095.3375624
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document.html?reference=EPRS_ATA(2018)614559
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and interests of those that provide it.61 Pilot studies are underway with a range of case studies 
and, depending on the results, could be taken further through public-private partnerships. These 
could start with low-risk, high-benefit data provided by different authorities, such as traffic and 
pollution indices, before moving on to more personal data provided by users about their health 
or habits. Access to trusts can be made conditional upon compliance with transparency and 
accountability principles. Where their data is sufficiently valuable, they could provide substantial 
leverage to promote responsible digital practices. 

4.2.3 Quality data and algorithms 

In response to the challenges of bias in ML algorithms, set out in section 3.1.5, various means of 
removing biases from training data have been suggested. These measures are part of a wider 
impulse to improve the quality of data and algorithms. Some applications need near perfect quality. 
For example, a mass screening tool to identify suspects in busy public places that is 99.99 % accurate 
would still lead to dozens of false positives per day. Good quality algorithms need good quality 
training data. However, comprehensive quality data about society will also reflect that society's 
biases and inequalities. As such, until these biases and inequalities are reduced in society, 
technology options are limited to recognising and highlighting their presence in data and 
algorithms, and minimising their effects through safeguards and judicious application. 

• Avoid 'garbage' data. The old computer science maxim 'garbage in, garbage out' grows truer 
by the year. It refers to the quality of the inputs such as training data and the quality of the output 
such as algorithms and their results. Huge amounts of data can be 'scraped' from social media 
and various other sources but – while cheap and readily available – they are not always
representative, accurate or fit for purpose. Social media content and location data are
increasingly used as proxies for social realities, for example to 'map' social perspectives or 'track' 
physical contact between people. However, this data is often unsuitable for these purposes.
Social media accounts are not representative of society (indeed, many are simply bots) and their 
power as a gauge of public perspectives is regularly overestimated by news organisations and 
political actors. Similarly, location data can be unreliable and ignores key features such as walls 
and floors. The use of 'data in the wild' might also breach rules about copyright, informed
consent or the processing and storage of banned material. Standards could play a role in
improving the quality of data. The FAIR format (findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable), 
for example, could be applied to new and legacy data to support quality control.

• Remove data labels. Google's API for image recognition no longer includes gendered
categories. So, for example, images of engineers do not have gendered labels such as 'man'. It
has been suggested that removing labels in this way could help reduce algorithmic bias, for
example against women in shortlisting candidates for engineering roles. However, the power of 
ML is its ability to find its own novel ways of predicting trends in data. If gender was a
discriminating factor in previous human decisions, the algorithm can learn to predict this feature 
before using it to discriminate. The risk is that, by removing the labels, structural biases in data
and algorithms are not removed, but simply hidden. Where bias in data and algorithms is
identified and cannot be genuinely removed, it may be better to highlight its presence and limit 
how it can be used.

61 An accessible introduction and exploration is provided by Element AI and Nesta, 2019. 

https://hello.elementai.com/data-trusts.html
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• Assess data quality. Tools can be applied to identify quality issues such as incorrect data labels, 
inappropriate biases, illegal material (including information gathered without consent) or 'fake
news'. Depending on the system, material might be removed automatically or flagged for
human review. The difficulty with such tools is that they are also biased, in this case against data 
that does not conform to their definition of quality. Definitions of quality reflect perspectives 
which are not always universally accepted. This is particularly true of such material as campaign 
messages, news and misinformation. As such, these tools need to be developed cooperatively 
and continually tested to avoid manipulation or overuse.

• Recognise the limitations. Data that reflects human decisions in domains that feature structural 
biases cannot be complete, accurate and unbiased at the same time. In these cases, it is
important to be aware of these biases and ensure that algorithms are not used in domains and 
functions for which they are not well suited.

4.2.4 Apply with care 

There are technical reasons why AI should not be used to perform certain tasks. While AI can be good 
at pattern matching and identifying broad statistical correlations, it is not equipped to perform other 
tasks such as predicting individual social outcomes. Indeed, some of the most damaging examples 
of the misuse of algorithms come from the use of algorithms for tasks for which they are not well 
suited, such as predicting whether an individual will reoffend or perform well at work.62 On a wider 
scale, embedding AI-enabled systems in our infrastructures could introduce new vulnerabilities. At 
present, citizens are most directly exposed to functioning AI in content distribution, usually designed 
to sell products and ideas. The case for promoting AI would be stronger if its development was 
mobilised to provide profound and tangible social good rather than minor efficiency gains, 
particularly when the costs and benefits are unevenly distributed. 

• Limit some technologies or application domains. Domains such as justice, policing and
employment have been highlighted as inappropriate for the use of AI. However, not all AI
applications within these domains are risky. Within justice, for example, there are many
uncontroversial applications, such as supporting case law analysis or access to law. The European 
Commission for the Efficiency of Justice63 differentiates between uses that should be
encouraged, that require considerable methodological precautions, which should be subject to 
study, and should only be considered with the most extreme reservations. Similarly,
controversial AI techniques such as facial recognition have been flagged as fundamentally
unacceptable in contexts such as mass identification in public places, but acceptable in others 
such as identity verification to unlock phones. 

• Adopt a risk-based approach. There are many ways of defining which applications are high risk 
and what measures would apply in these cases. The European Commission is currently
examining the definition of high-risk applications with reference to the specific application as
well as the sector in which it is deployed, paying particular attention to how these two factors 
may combine to present serious risks to citizens. Some applications (such as the use of biometric

62 C. O'Neil, Weapons of math destruction: How big data increases inequality and threatens democracy, Crown, 
2016. 

63 See the European Ethical Charter on the use of artificial intelligence (AI) in judicial systems and their 
environment, European Commission for the Efficiency of Justice (CEPEJ), 2019. 

https://www.coe.int/en/web/cepej/cepej-european-ethical-charter-on-the-use-of-artificial-intelligence-ai-in-judicial-systems-and-their-environment
https://www.coe.int/en/web/cepej/cepej-european-ethical-charter-on-the-use-of-artificial-intelligence-ai-in-judicial-systems-and-their-environment
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data for remote identification) or sectors (such as recruitment processes) might always be 
considered high risk. Uses of AI that are considered high-risk could be subject to greater burdens 
such as impact assessments and strict liability rules, while those deemed to have unacceptably 
high-risk might be subject to temporary or permanent moratoria.64 

• Assess systems vulnerabilities. Embedding AI in our basic infrastructure could create new
forms of systems vulnerability. Europe is currently setting up 5G networks to support an
immense network of connected devices in an 'internet of things' (IoT), which will enable new
dimensions of industrial and social data production. As we become reliant on these networks 
and the new data-driven services they enable, we may become more vulnerable to disruptions 
caused by energy shortages, cyberattacks and other unexpected failures and side-effects. These
vulnerabilities could be counteracted by measures to increase resilience by avoiding lock-in and 
maintaining strategic autonomy in resources and expertise.

• Prioritise applications with real social value. While there are frequent references to the
profound benefits of AI, most citizens' practical experience of AI is limited to relatively frivolous
benefits while, for firms, deployment is disproportionately focused on chatbots and efficiency
tools. Even there, implementation lags behind the promises.65 Furthermore, the benefits
disproportionately accrue to providers and those in a privileged position while costs fall upon
those who are already marginalised. Continuation of this trend could lead to disillusionment. To
foster broad support for AI development, it may help to prioritise applications that respond to 
grand challenges and provide genuine, clear and direct benefits to individuals' health,
environment, work and personal life. Some of the measures outlined in section 4.1.1 could be
valuable here, including adopting an ambitious vision, articulating a development path and
fostering mission-oriented innovation to achieve it. It could also help to provide more open
access to information, share control of processes, and ensure a more even distribution of benefits 
and risks.

4.2.5 Use available 'tech fixes' 

A 'tech fix' is often an often derogatory term that refers to technological solutions to problems, 
usually those created by the application of other, prior, technologies. However, there are some cases 
when AI could be deployed to help respond to challenges presented by AI. 

• Automated flagging. AI tools can be used to identify instances of abuse, such as breaches of
the law, deepfakes, spreading of mis- and disinformation and cybercrime. Identification could
trigger responses on the supply side, such as automatic removal of content or notification of
human supervisors, or on the user side by providing information about the problem and how
they can respond to it. Such tools can be used to identify and alert users about unfair clauses, for 
example in the terms and conditions of digital products and services. As the volume of data
traffic increases, such tools are increasingly presented as the only feasible means of effective
monitoring. However, at present, they are primarily used by employers and suppliers rather than 
users and the standards that they enforce might not always be transparent or universally
accepted.

64 See the White paper on artificial intelligence – A European approach to excellence and trust, COM(2020) 65, 
European Commission, February 2020. 

65 European Artificial Intelligence (AI) leadership, the path for an integrated vision, Policy Department for 
Economic, Scientific and Quality of Life Policies, European Parliament, 2018. 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1592573334957&uri=CELEX:52020DC0065
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document.html?reference=IPOL_STU(2018)626074
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• Kill switches. Algorithms could be designed with embedded mechanisms for humans to
immediately halt automated activities at any moment. Such kill switches or 'big red buttons' are
standard practice for robotic systems that present risks of physical damage. Their adaptation to 
software would need to be accessible for legitimate use yet secure from malicious use, and
include features such as secure storage of logs detailing the system state and processes ahead 
of the termination. One problem with such tools is that they are designed for use once serious 
problems become visible, which may be too late. As such, kill switches need to be seen as a last 
resort mechanism to complement continual monitoring and preventative measures.

• Recalibrate personalisation. Some forms of personalisation such as political advertising and
individual pricing have potentially damaging side effects, as set out in section 3.1.2. Several
technical responses are available, including switching them off, making them optional, allowing 
users to choose profiles for themselves, and maintaining fully transparent and accessible
catalogues of price offers, campaign material and other personalised content along with their
target audiences.

• Red teams and white hats. 'White hats' are hackers that seek to identify vulnerabilities so they 
can be fixed, and they can form part of 'red teams' that are deployed to attack or criticise systems 
with the aim of improving them. Such teams can include AI tools that are already in use for
malicious purposes and could be mobilised for constructive criticism of AI systems and
applications.

4.2.6 Develop speculative 'tech fixes' 

Taking the concept of tech fixes further, it may be possible to develop new capabilities, beyond the 
reach of today's AI, in response to both the current and speculative challenges of AI. 

• Self-explaining AI. As introduced in section 2.3.1, work is underway to try to develop AI that is
capable of explaining its decisions in an accurate and understandable way. At present, the
detailed configuration of an ANN provides the only complete explanation for its output.
However, these explanations are too complex, abstract and time-consuming to satisfy humans. 
Dependable self-explaining AI could reveal its own errors, biases and limitations, responding to 
transparency challenges set out in section 3.1.2 and making them more suitable for critical
decision support roles. This could support the verification and improvement of systems and also 
enable examination of compliance with legal requirements and social values. While such a
development appears modest in comparison with 'blockbuster visions' of future AI, it remains 
outside the current paradigm of AI development and may remain elusive in the medium- to
long-term.

• Social AI. It could be possible to develop a new paradigm of AI that is oriented around AI's role
in supporting humans and being well embedded in social systems.66 Its algorithms and decisions 
would be contestable from the ground up, and the results would not present final decisions, but 
instead a range of options along with their associated impacts (with probabilities) and the
underlying logic of the results.

• Self-identifying AI. A speculative tech fix to the transparency challenge of knowing when we
are interacting with AI agents, as well as other problems associated with unidentified AI outputs 
such as deepfakes, could be to create a kind of watermark that permeates AI systems' outputs to 

66 See H. Fry, Hello world: How to be human in the age of the machine, Black Swan, 2019.  
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identify their origin to users and other systems. The watermark would need to suit the format of 
the output, e.g. sound, text images, videos and algorithms composed by AI.  

• Walled-off AI. In response to the speculative challenge of runaway AI, it has been suggested 
that AI could be 'walled-off', 67 limiting its interactions with the world. This could be achieved by
completely separating it from other infrastructures such as the internet, limiting it to one-way 
information flows, or by restricting it from producing executable commands. In response to
concerns that a really advanced ASI could outsmart any mere human intelligence, it has been
suggested that such a system could be designed as an oracle that can only respond to specific 
questions.

4.2.7 Constructive reflection and critique 

Social problems such as structural bias and inequality have been around for much longer than AI, 
and it is unfair to expect technology to resolve them. Before moving on to the final section, which 
sets out some possible societal and ethics measures, this final set of technical options focus upon 
critical reflection about the capabilities, development paths and impacts of AI. 

• Productive critique. For traditional scientific communities, critical debate involves engaging
specialist knowledge communities in almost masochistically exploring weaknesses in
understandings, methods and products, and improving them in response. It has been argued 
that critical discussions about AI are designed more for wider audiences and lack the level of
reflexivity and epistemic modesty needed to make them productive.68 Much of the AI
development community has a more commercial than academic culture but might reap
productivity benefits by borrowing the norms of academic debate.

• Epistemic modesty. Basking in the limited achievements of AI – and exaggerating its capacity 
to resolve major problems such as the spread of Covid-19 – can contribute to hype cycles and 
promote damaging overuse, potentially misdirecting resources from more productive
responses. To help reverse these trends, participants on all sides of the AI debate could practice 
greater modesty regarding its capabilities (e.g. claims of creativity or hostility) and impacts (e.g. 
on our health or employment).

4.3 Societal and ethics options 
The options presented in this section are principally oriented around social processes or values, even 
though they might be implemented through policy or technology measures. Many are less narrowly 
targeted than those described in the previous sections, responding to challenges that are relevant 
to, but broader than, AI. 

4.3.1 Skills, education and employment 

Several measures could target skills and employment in response to both AI's opportunities and 
challenges. This includes ensuring that young people have the appropriate skills to navigate their 
personal and professional lives, that society has the skills and capabilities needed to exploit the 

67 See S. Armstrong, A. Sandberg and N. Bostrom, Thinking Inside the Box: Controlling and Using an Oracle AI, 
2012. 

68 See H. Collins, Artifictional intelligence: Against humanity's surrender to computers, Polity Press, 2018. 

https://www.nickbostrom.com/papers/oracle.pdf
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opportunities of AI, and that AI does not contribute to but rather reverses inequalities including 
digital divides, social exclusion and the uneven distribution of costs and benefits. 

• Computer science and programming on the curriculum. Learning AI, computer science and 
programming skills could help many students to navigate their careers and also to manage their 
increasingly digital lives. These disciplines could be introduced at an earlier age and for a greater 
portion of time, and could also be combined with other disciplines. For example, programming 
elements could be included in sciences and humanities studies. AI training could also be
embedded in the university curriculum for the next generation of lawyers and medical doctors, 
for whom AI is likely to play a key supporting role in their future careers.

• Transferable skills. As job markets are anticipated to change more regularly and radically in the 
future, the next generation of employees may benefit from learning more transferable skills, in 
particular adaption and 'learning to learn'. This could be achieved through a greater focus on
skill acquisition and problem solving in school curricula. 

• Continued learning for employees. Substantial retraining for mid-career workers would help
employers and employees alike to manage transitions in the nature of work and the skills
required to flourish. However, once people start their careers, further education is usually limited 
to either very short courses offered by employers or longer programmes targeting unemployed 
people. The concept and delivery of continued learning could be renewed to support more
proactive retraining that anticipates changing needs during employment. This could include
creating new ways of delivering, certifying and financing mid-career retraining that is delivered 
'on-the-job' with support from universities and professional institutes. 

• New career roles. It is easier to see how AI can displace current jobs than it is to imagine those 
that it may create. However, when new roles do emerge, support could be offered to help them 
develop them into established career paths. Take, for example, a new type of job role as a digital 
advisor that helps individuals to manage their privacy settings, to hold service providers to
account, and to understand new risks, liabilities and opportunities. To flourish, this career path 
would require a particular blend of legal, technical and communication skills, as well as broad
recognition and trust. This could be supported by engaging with the vocational and professional 
training sector to develop bespoke certification and skills development programmes,
establishing new professional bodies, through public procurement, and by offering new public 
services to citizens.

• Advanced research. European universities are considered to be strong in AI, but their position 
could be enhanced by support for networks and major collaborative projects such as those
discussed in the context of mission-oriented research and innovation spaces. Universities find it 
difficult to compete with the salaries and research projects that are offered in the private sector. 
New models could be established to enable researchers to maintain strong links with universities 
while still pursuing private sector careers. Skilled researchers could be encouraged to move to 
Europe through mobility schemes including visa and mobility support, particularly for those
coming to work in a university. Collaborative links could also be strengthened through public-
private partnerships that engage universities and private sector actors (SMEs as well as larger
firms) to deliver products and services with high social value.

• Professional codes and standards. Given the impact of their work, AI professionals may one
day be considered to have similar responsibilities and duties of care as medical doctors. While
publicly funded research may be subject to clearance from independent ethics boards, cutting 
edge AI development is more often found in the private sector, where such boards are not in
place. Action could be taken to foster a culture of responsibility amongst developers, perhaps 
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via membership of professional bodies or through the development of a 'Hippocratic Oath' for 
AI developers, whereby developers endeavour to uphold certain principles and professional 
standards. 

4.3.2 Apply ethics frameworks 

In recent years, a proliferation of ethics principles and guidelines for AI have been published.69 While 
the proposals vary to some extent, European initiatives tend to follow the lead of the EU Charter for 
Fundamental Rights, which contains several AI-relevant rights and freedoms70 while drawing further 
inspiration from wider sources such as medical ethics 71 and literature.72 The Commission's High-
Level Expert Group on AI asserted that trustworthy AI should be lawful, ethical and robust, setting 
out seven requirements to achieve this.73 The level of convergence amongst proposals has been 
described as cause for optimism, as it illustrates broad agreement about how AI should develop. 
However, the consensus is limited by the level of flexibility in interpreting and implementing such 
principles. The following societal and ethics measures to support ethical AI complement those 
technical measures set out in section 4.2.1. 

• Develop rights for the digital age. To close digital divides, it could help to create de facto or
even formal rights to access digital products and services. This could mean programmes to
provide internet access or basic computing services. On the other hand, it could be beneficial to 
develop rights to withdraw from the digital sphere. This could mean guaranteeing the provision 
of face-to-face provision of public services, or limiting the use of face categorisation in public
spaces. The two rights could complement each other quite well to ensure that citizens can
flourish in the digital age. There have also been proposals for 'new rights' to meaningful human 
contact or for protection from profiling, measuring, analysing, coaching and nudging.74

• Shift from general to specific. Building consensus around the notion that AI should respect 
broad principles such as human dignity has proven relatively easy. However, to make them

69 For a recent review, see The ethics of artificial intelligence: Issues and initiatives, EPRS, European Parliament, 
March 2020. 

70 On one hand, automated decision-making could threaten rights to human dignity, non-discrimination and 
good administration; the collection and processing of personal data could challenge rights to respect for 
private life and data protection; and new models for news production and consumption could restrict 
freedoms to hold opinions and to receive and impart information. On the other hand, citizens' right to develop 
AI applications and bring them to market without disproportionate restrictions are protected by freedoms to 
conduct business and undertake scientific research. 

71 The classic principles are autonomy, justice, beneficence, and non-maleficence, although human dignity, 
privacy, epistemic modesty and others also feature in the contemporary Hippocratic Oath. 

72 For example, the three laws of robotics devised in works of science fiction by Isaac Asimov state that AI agents 
should value their own existence as long as they value human wellbeing and orders more. Others argue that 
it is unsafe for AI to value its future existence at all. However, since today's AI is not capable of such reflection, 
the ideas are difficult to evaluate and are somewhat moot. 

73 Human agency and oversight, technical robustness and safety, privacy and data governance, transparency, 
societal and environmental well-being, accountability and diversity, non-discrimination and fairness. See High-
Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence, Ethics guidelines for trustworthy AI, European Commission, 2019.  
74 Statement on artificial intelligence, robotics and autonomous systems, European Group on Ethics in Science 
and New Technologies (EGE), 2018.  

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document.html?reference=EPRS_STU(2020)634452
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/ethics-guidelines-trustworthy-ai
https://ec.europa.eu/info/news/ethics-artificial-intelligence-statement-ege-released-2018-apr-24_en
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operational, they need to be translated into specific measures, which may reveal how certain 
processes and applications diverge from principles and could lead to the collapse of consensus. 
To manage the shift from general to specific guidelines, ethicists could work with developers to 
explore the possibilities and examine their effects. As discussed in section 4.2.1., there are some 
good initiatives in this direction although their impact is limited by their voluntary nature. 

• Shift from voluntary to binding. Aside from those elements already established in law,
adherence to ethics frameworks remains voluntary. When firms define their own codes, it is
difficult to establish whether they make a substantial practical difference, and there are no
mechanisms for enforcing their own compliance, or for ensuring that adopting principles does 
not create a competitive disadvantage. If sufficient industry-wide principles cannot be achieved, 
binding legal measures can be developed. However, these would require even more specific
interpretation of principles as well as penalties for noncompliance, raising the stakes and risking 
further degradation of consensus. It could help to reorient discussions about AI ethics to AI
rights, as the latter already have legal force, albeit in general terms, and are often closely linked 
to ethical principles. 

• Establish digital ethics committees. Following the example of bioethics committees at
institutional, national and international level, AI or digital ethics committees could be
established to advise governments and provide an interface with international organisations, 
research councils, industry bodies and other institutions.

• Integrate ethicists meaningfully. To ensure the conformity of products with ethical principles,
it has been suggested that AI ethicists could be embedded into firms and development teams. 
However, the effectiveness of such an approach depends upon the roles to which they are
assigned and the priorities of the activity. Ethicists can be employed for 'ethics washing' and
managing reputational risks, and their influence may be limited to 'low-hanging fruit' and 'win-
wins'. To succeed, ethicists would need to be deeply embedded in development teams and have 
enough technical expertise and management support to make a difference.

• Consider moratoriums carefully. Moratoriums have been suggested in response to ethical
issues presented by AI applications that are already in use (such as facial recognition), that are
technically feasible but not currently in use (such as fully autonomous lethal weapons), and that 
are purely speculative (such as artificial consciousness). Temporary restrictions could allow time 
to examine the impacts and options, while permanent bans aim to outlaw applications or stop 
them from being developed in the first place. Whatever the approach, moratoria rely upon
widespread consensus and trust. Without them, development may simply be pushed
underground or relocated to jurisdictions that are unable or unwilling to enforce the ban.

4.3.3 Greater workplace diversity 

The AI sector has been accused of having a gender, race and disability diversity crisis.75 A more 
diverse and representative workforce could help it to produce less biased algorithms while 
contributing to the alleviation of wider structural inequalities and biases. 

• Promote more diverse workplaces. Several measures have been proposed76 to improve
workplace diversity. These include greater transparency about pay, recruitment, promotion, and 

75 M. Whittaker et al, Disability, bias, and AI, AI Now Institute, 2019 and S. M. West et al, Discriminating systems: 
Gender, race and power in AI, AI Now Institute, 2019.  

76 S. M. West et al, Discriminating systems: Gender, race and power in AI, AI Now Institute, 2019. 

https://ainowinstitute.org/disabilitybiasai-2019.pdf
https://ainowinstitute.org/discriminatingsystems.html
https://ainowinstitute.org/discriminatingsystems.html
https://ainowinstitute.org/discriminatingsystems.html
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cases of harassment and discrimination, greater equality in pay, recruitment and promotion, 
wider recruitment drives, improved pathways for workers that are not full-time employees, and 
linking executive incentives to hiring and retaining under-represented groups. 

• Recognise and reduce barriers. When traineeships and entry-level positions are not sufficiently 
remunerated they present a barrier to those that do not have enough resources to participate. 
AI firms could explore the barriers faced by under-represented (prospective) employees and take 
action to reduce them.

• No additional burdens. While greater workplace diversity might help respond to the AI sector's 
bias and inequality challenges, the task of finding solutions to problems should not fall
disproportionately on those that are already marginalised the most by them. So, for example, a
female software engineer doing the same work as her male colleagues should not, in addition, 
be expected to find new ways of resolving gender bias in algorithms or hiring practices. Diversity 
helps, but these tasks will likely require full-time attention by specialists with qualifications that 
go beyond membership of the affected group.

• Counteract sectoral stereotypes. Stereotypes of the AI sector's demographics are not entirely 
unfounded, so it would be misleading to 'diversity wash' the sector and pretend it is more
representative than it really is. However, some measures could be deployed to counteract this 
image in order to encourage wide participation. This could include, for example, avoiding all-
male panel discussions and ensuring diversity amongst its representatives at meetings and
conferences.

• Ensure genuine inclusion. More diverse workplaces will enable firms to draw upon a wider
range of experiences and insights. However, to benefit from this resource, diversity initiatives 
need to go beyond the numbers to ensure that those currently under-represented in the sector 
have the skills, experience, authority, resources and confidence to influence development.

• Reflect and act upon wider structural inequalities. Measures to increase diversity in the sector 
may have limited effects if they are not accompanied by wider reflection and action on the
reasons as to why it lacks diversity in the first place. Overcoming the diversity crisis will require
changes in attitudes and practices across the sector and, indeed, society more broadly.

4.3.4 Improve inclusivity and equality 

Broad social inequality and exclusion are the fundamental cause of some of the AI sector's key 
challenges. They drive its diversity crisis and – since quality data about society will inevitably reflect 
structural inequality and exclusion – its algorithmic biases. Effective remedies to these underlying 
issues might help the AI sector to respond to its own bias and inclusion challenges. However, while 
the sector can play its role, it cannot be expected to resolve these problems alone. Wider measures 
to respond to equality and inclusion challenges are subject to broad political and social debate that 
fall out of the present scope. Nonetheless, the following passages highlight some measures of 
particular relevance for AI.  

• Reduce digital divides. Not all groups have equal access to digital services and their benefits. 
This includes infrastructure (such as internet access and computers), digital resources that offer 
meaningful value, and the skills to make use of them safely. Addressing digital divides could help 
ensure that AI development does not widen existing inequalities, and could also help respond 
to the long-term diversity crisis in the sector itself. Measures could include developing
infrastructure in poorly-served areas and ensuring that existing infrastructure is used more
effectively. Market measures could improve competitiveness and drive down prices, while
regulatory measures could target minimum standards for ease of access and reliability. While
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some households may never connect, free internet access in schools and public places such as 
town squares, libraries and other public buildings can fill the gap by providing access to 
computers and the internet. Several layers of digital skills and literacy initiatives could be 
introduced at all levels of the school system as well as adult education to promote everything 
from confident browsing to advanced programming. 

• Digital inclusion. Technologies are increasingly customisable to serve individual needs and
preferences, and people with disabilities are often enthusiastic early adopters of technology. 
While AI tools present opportunities to remove barriers to employment, education and social
inclusion, there is also a risk they construct and enforce new criteria for 'normality' which are
disabling for those that do not conform.77 Just as replacing physical keypads with dynamic
touchscreens can be disabling for the visually impaired, automatic driving applications that fail 
to recognise wheelchairs might create new mobility barriers for wheelchair users. Instead of
requiring people to conform to their own definitions of normality, AI systems should respect the 
diversity of bodies, minds and personalities, and empower people to satisfy their own needs and 
preferences. To do so, AI developers could consult digital accessibility experts and apply
universal design guidelines78 that support the development of products for people with different
abilities, that are flexible and accommodating to diverse preferences, simple and intuitive to use, 
present information appropriately, tolerate errors, require minimum effort and are physically
accessible to all.

• Beware 'reverse Turing' tests. The Turing test examines whether a machine can be
distinguished from humans as a means of defining whether or not it is intelligent. These tests 
have been reversed to examine whether a human can be distinguished from a machine. For
example, CAPTCHAs 79 ask users to complete tasks that computers tend to fail in order to prove 
that they are human before accessing a service. As AI is increasingly deployed in roles that
determine access to services – e.g. in moderating online content and filtering applications for
jobs or loans – citizens are increasingly subjected to AI judgements of their trustworthiness, 
innocence or humanity. As human scrutiny of machines is mirrored by machine scrutiny of
humans, it is crucial to ensure that decisions can be challenged in a timely manner, and that they 
are inclusive of all humans regardless of their level of ability.

4.3.5 Promote reflection and dialogue 

In recent years, particularly since 2018, there has been an increasing level of debate about AI in 
policy, media, academic and cultural domains. This is beginning to shape the development and 
application of the technology. Several measures could promote deeper reflection and broader 
debate about how to manage AI in society in a range of settings. 

Some AI-related challenges such as misinformation campaigns are particularly challenging for liberal 
Western democracies to counteract, as the most immediate solutions could interfere with European 
values such as freedom of expression and belief. However, these values and the actions they inspire 

77 M. Whittaker et al, Disability, bias, and AI, AI Now Institute, 2019. 

78 See European Disability Forum universal design principles. 

79 CAPTCHA stands for completely automated public Turing test to tell computers and humans apart. There 
are also increasingly common physical reverse Turing tests, which operate automatic lights by detecting 
movement in a room. Office workers regularly fail to meet the system's definition of humanity by not moving 
sufficiently, so the lights are switched off.  

https://ainowinstitute.org/disabilitybiasai-2019.pdf
http://www.edf-feph.org/design-all
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may form the most durable response to these challenges. Several of the measures set out in this 
study aim to double-down on liberal values through renewed focus on education, dialogue and 
social participation.  

• Harness the 'techlash'. Concerns about democratic interference, fair taxation, privacy, 'fake
news', employment and other issues have brought critical perspectives on digital technology to 
the mainstream. At the start of 2020, several observers heralded the year (or decade) of the
'techlash', that is, a backlash against the optimistic discourse and 'move fast and break things' 
approach to technology development. The significance of the techlash remains to be seen, but
it could be harnessed into a constructive dialogue about what society expects and wants from 
digital technology, including AI, and what it is prepared to offer in return.

• A digital social contract. It may be possible to recast our relationship with digital tools in a
digital 'social contract' 80 that is not formalised like a traditional contract, but rather sets out the
roles, responsibilities and reasonable expectations of public authorities, private companies and
individual users. Thinking about these trade-offs in the context of a digital social contract could 
support broad examination of the current state of affairs and reflection on how it should develop 
in the future. It could, for example, help approach the thorny issue of how media content –
including news – is financed, evaluated and distributed, or help strike a balance between
sovereignty and interdependence for citizens and states alike.

• Understand and explain. AI extends our ability to identify patterns and predict tendencies.
While this can be useful, it does not always help us to understand underlying causal relationships 
and explain them in human terms, which are also important aspects of our knowledge about the 
world. As AI provides an abundance of information based on correlation, it is more important 
than ever to support other forms of knowledge production, including causation and
contextualisation.

• Reflection through culture and the arts. Artistic output – most notably science fiction
literature, cinema and television – has an important role in shaping public understandings of AI 
and its impacts.81 However, the cultural sector can play a broader role in making sense of and re-
imagining new technologies and our relationship with them. Culture and the arts could be
promoted in this role by supporting work in certain areas as well as collaboration and skills
development across the arts and computer sciences.82

• Balanced media coverage. Studies of media reporting on AI show that it is strongly influenced
by industry hype regarding speculative opportunities. Academics account for very a small
portion of news sources, and these are provided by a very small group of researchers that tend 
to have stronger industry links than citation records.83 Encouraging wider consultation of

80 Social contracts are broad tacit agreements about how individuals forego some freedoms and submit to 
certain authorities in exchange for the protection of rights and social order. They are constantly renegotiated 
and reinterpreted as the relationship between individuals and society develops, and can be subject to rapid 
change, for example as a result of revolutions and civil rights movements 

81 The word robot was coined by the playwright Capek. Other references to artistic output that regularly appear 
in AI debates include Asimov's laws of robotics, Huxley's Brave New World, Brooker's Black Mirror and, of course, 
Cameron's Terminator. 

82 See P. Boucher, Technology and the arts: Past, present and future synergies, 2019.  

83 See J. Brennen, A. Schulz, P. Howard and R. Nielsen, Industry, experts, or industry experts? Academic sourcing 
in news coverage of AI, Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism, 2019.  

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document.html?reference=EPRS_BRI(2019)634441
https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/files/2019-12/Brennen_Academic_Sourcing_in_News_Coverage_of_AI_FINAL.pdf
https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/files/2019-12/Brennen_Academic_Sourcing_in_News_Coverage_of_AI_FINAL.pdf
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scholars including those from a range of disciplines and ensuring that non-industry voices are 
represented could help support a productive and balanced debate on the issues. 

• Cross disciplinary education, training and research. Cross-disciplinarity could be deployed in
education, training and research to promote deeper reflection on AI in society. Technical
elements can be embedded into social sciences and humanities curricula, as well as social and
creative elements in computer science studies. Interdisciplinary training could be introduced in 
lifelong learning programmes for those that are in work, while funding schemes could be
mobilised to encourage genuine cross-disciplinary collaboration in academic research.

• Citizen participation. A range of mechanisms facilitate deliberative and policy processes at EU 
level (including the European Citizens' Initiative and regular public consultations) and in Member 
States (such as the Citizens' Assembly in Ireland and the 'grand débat national' in France). The
forthcoming Conference on the Future of Europe is also anticipated to prioritise the inclusion of 
citizens' voices. These kinds of initiatives could be deployed to promote reflection and
engagement on AI development.

• Engage for public acceptability. Public acceptance of AI has been cited as a key condition for
the sector to flourish. Strategies that engage citizens early and produce technologies that are
acceptable to them are more effective than those that produce technologies first and then find 
ways of encouraging people accept them. Indeed, beyond overcoming opposition, engagement 
can be used to generate active involvement and support to develop better technologies.84

• Meaningful, informed dialogue. Engagement processes are only meaningful when they
substantially influence development paths. Consultations that do not have any effect risk
damaging trust in both the technology and the actors that run the process. Also, if engagement 
is based upon imbalanced information, e.g. that is limited to applications for public services or 
overemphasising speculative risks, the results of the process will be of limited value. As such,
dialogue should have a meaningful role in shaping development paths, and be informed by the 
full range of expected outcomes and uncertainties of development. 

4.3.6 Refine the language 

As discussed in Chapter 1, 'AI' is a problematic term because of both the ambiguous relativity of 
intelligence and the wide range of technologies, techniques, applications and contexts to which it 
refers. Using the same term to refer to autonomous weapons systems and medical diagnostic tools 
makes for needlessly confusing, divisive and unproductive debate. The quality of debate could be 
improved by refining the language that is used to talk about AI. 

• Not getting hung-up on intelligence. Intelligence is a moving target. The Turing test –
designed to set a threshold beyond which a machine would be considered intelligent – is
regularly adjusted amid claims that today's AI may satisfy its conditions, but not its spirit. Passing 
such tests is a necessary but insufficient condition for intelligence. While it is normal for the
goalposts to shift in response to developing capabilities and emerging possibilities, benchmarks 
such as error rates, impacts, and their distribution may be more relevant than intelligence.

• Retire the term 'AI'. Despite doubts about the appropriateness of 'intelligence' and the
inclusivity of 'AI', AI remains the most common umbrella term for the full range of tools fitting its 
definition that are covered in this report, including expert systems, ML learning and several

84 See P. Boucher, What if we could design better technologies through dialogue?, EPRS, European Parliament, 
2019. 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/en/document.html?reference=EPRS_ATA(2019)624291
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speculative future iterations. It is also likely to remain the most appropriate choice for public and 
non-specialist discussions. However, amongst specialists, the term 'AI' has become an obstacle 
to its own examination of the technology. It is so inclusive and ambiguous, and its use so 
opportunistic and unproductive, that many prefer to avoid it entirely in favour of more specific 
terms such as 'machine learning' which is, in most cases, what is under discussion.  

• Use specific terms where possible. Arguments about specific impacts of AI rarely apply to all
technologies and applications across the board. During debates, therefore, it is important to
refer to them as specifically as possible, for example replacing 'AI' with 'machine learning tools 
for medical diagnostics', or choosing the most specific possible type of facial recognition (facial
verification, identification or classification, see box in section 3.1.7). In some contexts, it can be
important to highlight certain features, for example whether an application-sector combination 
leads to a definition of high-risk for liability purposes, or whether a service is powered in part by 
hidden human labour. It is also important to differentiate arguments about speculative future
developments that may never occur from those about current AI that already affects society
today, care could be taken to clearly qualify the former as 'speculative' or 'possible future' AI.

• Develop a new language for AI. The language of AI inspires parallels to human functions, most 
notably intelligence. In a way, this puts machines and humans in competition with each other. 
However, they have very different strengths and weaknesses. Perhaps subtle changes to the way 
we talk about AI could help us to imagine more complementary roles for humans and AI.

• Choose metaphors carefully. The AI domain is replete with metaphors such as 'intelligence', 
'learning' and 'vision', which are similar but not quite the same as the human functions they are 
designed to simulate. 85 There are also several metaphors to describe AI development, so data
becomes 'the new oil' and AI development is now a 'race'. The oil metaphor captures the value 
of data once it has been extracted and refined, but falls short on how data can be shared, reused 
and deleted. Describing AI development as a race provides an intuitive framing for global
competition, but also implies that AI is a single technology, that there might be a single 'finish 
line' and a single winner. In reality, AI is a range of technologies and applications used by diverse 
actors operating in different contexts, with different goals and value systems. The race metaphor 
also fails to capture the role of cooperation, sharing and mutual benefits, which are key elements 
in the European approach to ensuring AI's quality and productivity. By framing discussions about 
global AI development as race, competition is prioritised over cooperation and participants feel 
compelled to follow the lead of those considered to be ahead. In this way, the race can quickly
become a race to the bottom. As such, it is important to choose metaphors carefully, and reflect 
on what they imply before using them to frame discussions.

4.3.7 Choose appropriate applications and development paths 

This final section presents measures that ground AI development paths in their features and 
capabilities.  

• Understand bias and subjectivity. As explained in section 3.1.5, by training algorithms, we
equip them with a worldview that they apply to individual cases. In this sense, they are
discrimination machines. However, not all discrimination is alike. A good diagnostic support tool 
will discriminate consistently against images of cancerous cells. Bias that is based upon quality 

85 Sometimes these metaphors are reversed as brain functions are reduced to that of ANNs, repeating historic 
(mis)understandings of the brain as hydration systems, electronic fields and automatic rudders. 
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information about an individual, such as a credit score, differs from bias that is based upon 
statistical information about groups of people that are categorised as being similar. While 
embracing AI's discriminatory power, safeguards are needed to counteract the risk of reinforcing 
and exacerbating undesirable social bias and inequality. These could include a combination of 
technical, regulatory and social measures to better understand how algorithms make decisions, 
the impacts of these decisions including their distributional effects, and mechanisms for 
reporting problems and challenging decisions.  

• Avoid applications beyond AI's capabilities. Some applications of AI are predicated upon
concepts that we know to be false. For example, facial categorisation technologies that claim to 
be able to read emotions, identify sexuality, recognise mental health issues or predict
performance. The problem is not only that AI cannot perform these tasks accurately, but that the 
suggested relationship between the input and output lacks scientific credibility and, like
eugenics, could provide a baseless veneer of objectivity for biased decisions and structural
inequalities. Similarly, ML algorithms are more suited to finding trends and correlations than
causal relationships. This means they can be useful for making predictions where relationships 
are straightforward, but less so at predictions about individual social outcomes within complex 
systems. The application and level of autonomy granted to AI should be guided by a sound
understanding of what is scientifically credible and within the capabilities of today's AI. This is
particularly important in key decision-making domains such as employment, insurance and
justice.

• Avoid applications with undesirable impacts. AI can be misused to predict performance from 
facial images or individual social outcomes from statistical data. The use of such tools can lead
to unequal distribution of impacts and deviate from established principles such as the
presumption of innocence.86 Some AI applications that do perform well in their defined task can 
still be considered undesirable, such as personalised political advertisements in the context of
election campaigns. The application and level of autonomy granted to AI should be guided by 
the understanding of factors beyond their direct aims, including their effectiveness and scientific 
basis, the wider impacts and their distribution, and their compatibility with social values. The
development and use of algorithmic impact assessment could support this task.

• Maintain human autonomy. Despite some debate over the details, there is a broad consensus 
that humans should remain ultimately in control of AI. This may require some vigilance as the
detection of automation bias have shown human propensities to accept the advice of
automated machines over that of humans, occasionally with tragic consequences, such as
aircraft crashes. As discussed in section 3.1.11, in contrast to the speculative challenge of
resisting domination by intelligent machines, our greatest current challenge may be resisting 
over-reliance upon machines that are not as intelligent as we think. Various measures could be 
taken to counteract this vulnerability. In decision support systems, the human-machine interface 
could be set up to highlight or enforce the subordinate role and limitations of the AI. In consumer 
products – such as personal assistants and robot companions – measures could be taken to
ensure the agent does not appear to be more intelligent or emotionally attached than they really 
are.

• Look for solutions to problems, not problems for solutions. While some AI developments are 
characterised by the development of solutions to identified problems, several more are

86 Several examples are identified in C. O'Neil, Weapons of math destruction: How big data increases inequality 
and threatens democracy, Crown, 2016. 
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characterised by the search for problems to which existing methods could provide a profitable 
solution. While there is room for both models, the former might offer greater social value and 
more equitable distribution of benefits and risks. Mission-oriented research and public-private 
partnerships could be deployed to support the search for solutions to the problems we have 
(rather than problems for the solutions we have). 

• Consider what we really want from AI. AI development and application is principally shaped 
by the availability of technology and data. Reorienting application decisions around desired
change could help ensure that the impacts have a more profound social value that is more
evenly distributed. This could be achieved by creating a stronger role for public dialogue and
impact assessment in the articulation of current priorities as well as longer-term visions. For
example, initiatives could be launched to assess and discuss how to finance the production and 
consumption of quality news in the digital age; how much public services should rely on private 
services such as maps; and how public debates should be moderated (e.g. via platform rules or 
public authorities).
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5. Conclusions

This report presents how AI works and why it matters and sets out a range of options in response. 
Here, five recurring themes are brought together and presented as conclusions. 

First, language matters. In many ways, the term 'AI' has become an obstacle to meaningful 
reflection and productive debate about the diverse range of technologies to which it refers. 
Meanwhile, debates about AI are replete with incomplete metaphors. Several of the options set out 
in the previous chapter target the way we talk about AI, including how we identify, understand and 
discuss specific technologies, as well as how we articulate visions of what we really want from AI. 

Second, algorithms are subjective. AI learns from how society works, as represented in its data. 
From identifying pictures of cats to predicting music preferences, algorithms develop perspectives 
on the world which they use to make decisions. Since human societies have structural biases and 
inequalities, ML tools inevitably learn these too. While the only definitive solution to the problem is 
to remove bias and inequality from society, AI can only offer limited support for that mission. 
However, it is important to ensure that AI counteracts, rather than reinforces inequalities. There are 
some technical options to limit how algorithms can pick up on biases, although they might simply 
hide biases, making them more difficult to detect. Regulatory measures could limit how certain tools 
can be used in some domains, or provide recourse for when something goes wrong. 

Third, AI is not an end in itself. The ultimate aim of supporting AI is not to maximise AI development 
per se, but to unlock some of the benefits that it promises to deliver. Thinking of AI more explicitly 
as a potential means of achieving other benefits could help maximise its social value. Instead of 
perfecting new technologies then searching for problems to which they could be a profitable 
solution, we could start by examining the problems we have and explore how AI could help us to 
find appropriate solutions. Similarly, public acceptability of AI could be sought by ensuring that the 
technology is acceptable to citizens, rather than encouraging them to accept it as it is. Greater trust 
in AI products and services could be fostered by designing more trustworthy systems, rather than 
encouraging citizens to have confidence in technologies that might let them down. In each case, 
meaningful dialogue with a range of stakeholders, including citizens, from the earliest stages of 
development could play a key role in defining what we aim to achieve, and how AI could help. 

Fourth, AI might fall short of its promises. Many AI applications could offer profound social value. 
However, the best-known applications today offer relatively minor gains in efficiency or 
convenience, often with unevenly distributed costs and benefits. Employment impacts and privacy 
intrusions are increasingly tangible for citizens while the promised benefits to their health, wealth 
and environment remain intangible. On one hand, the promises could be moderated by making 
more modest claims about the capabilities of AI and the impacts of its application. On the other 
hand, more ambitious outcomes could be actively targeted by accelerating AI development that 
alleviates social biases and inequalities and provides direct and visible benefits for all. 

Finally, Europe needs to run its own AI race. With major policy initiatives anticipated and 
preparations underway for the next generation of AI products and services based upon IoT and 5G, 
AI is at a pivotal moment for both regulation and technology development. The choices we make 
now could shape European life for decades to come. In running its own race, European AI can ensure 
a meaningful role for citizens to articulate what they expect from AI development and what they are 
ready to offer in return, to foster a competitive market that includes European SMEs, and to put 
adequate safeguards in place to align AI with European values and EU law.  
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